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PREFACE

PREFACE

HOLD that it is right to tell what

we know in any line of farming, if

our knowledge be of value to

others and will help them to suc-

cess. Now, I have been engaged

more or less in strawberry culture

for many years, and have in that

time learned a little, and this little

I am ready to communicate to my
neighbors and even to impart to a

wider circle, wide enough to take in the whole Farm

Journal family and the entire remnant of the popu-

lation of the country.

The only trouble is, 1 do not know it all ;
and yet

it may be l>est that 1 do not, since I have discovered

that those folks who know it all are apt to get behind

the lighthouse and are left in the dark themselves.

Confessed, 1 do not know it all
;
yet Harriet knows

some and Tim knows a heap ; together, though, we

are so far from a universal knowing that I have not

hesitated, in preparin:; this book for publication, to

get the opinions and experiences of a number of

bright, practical men.

It will be seen, therefore, that some pages of

my book will contain explicit information from other

berry growers,—living in all parts of the country, in

all latitudes and longitudes. In brief, I have tried to

make the book national in its scope, rather than

(4)

5

I

local. And I herewith extend my cordial thanks for

the outside information which has enabled me
to do so.

A feature is the showing of the berries in natural

colors, which, to my knowledge, has never before

been successfully accomplished in a book. It cost

time, money and infinite pains to procure accurate

paintings of the fruits and to transfer them to the

pages of this book, many specimens lacing printed in

eight separate colors in order to produce the required

truthfulness of shading. Of course most of the credit

of success in this line must accrue to the publishers,

and to them 1 freely give it.

Another feature is the many excellent half-tone

engravings which were made, from photographs,

expressly for this book. These photographs came

from all parts of this great country of ours, and show

actual scenes, appliances, methods, etc.

Orapes, although perhaps not strictly in the

classification of small fruits, are given a chapter

(or may 1 call it an arbor ?) all by themselves ;
for,

surely, a fruit garden without grape-vines would

be like a pudding minus sauce.

My earnest wish is that this little book may lead

its readers far into that ])lace of delight—the finished

fruit- ifardeno

Elmwood,

191 1.

JACOH BUNGLE.
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Chapter I

MAKING A BEGINNING

The wav to begin is to begin

Among the enthusiastic growers, whose opinions

about berrv culture 1 have asked, is J. H. Hale, of

the state of Connecticut, and the United States of

America, for he belongs to the latter ;
and here is

one of the things he wrote : "No man should fool

himself into telling his wife that he hasn't time

to bother with such small trash as berries, but will

buy all the family wants ; he may not be much of a

liar, but those of us who have so often heard that

old chestnut about ' buying all the berries the family

wants,' know that man is 'way off.' He never

did and never will buy one-tenth part as many

berries as the family will consume, if he will give

them all they can wallow in right fresh from the

home garden." Mr. Hale is right; few in the

country will buy enough berries.

The only just and true way for an honorable and

manly man is to grow them, and let everybody about

the place have all he can eat. Then there'll be

less lard, tough beef, or dried-apple pies to be

manipulated and cooked in midsummer over red-

hot ranges. Lor the berry comes from the garden to

the table in tempting and presentable shape, fit to

grace the table of a king.

(7)
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A friend asks; "How many berries will the

average farmer buy ? Will it l^e one quart a week ?
"

A housewife was promised l)y her well-to-do hus-

band, that instead of growing berries he would

purchase all she wanted. At the end of the season

she said :
*' How many berries do you suppose we

bought ? Not a single quart I

"

That forcible question and answer are altogether

too common. Farmers who with \ ery little expense

can grow these most healthful and delicious fruits,

deny to themselves and their families the greatest

tal)le luxury which Providence has l^estowed upon

people of temj)erate climates, when a single scpiare

rod of ground might yield them more intrinsic \ alue

than an acre m many other products.

lierry growing is to many people a great mystery,

as the writer has had impressed ujjon him by

numberless inquiries, l3oth \erbal and written.

There is no fruit crop so immcdiateh productive,

none which attaches to

itself so much enthusi-

asm and epiick reward

for labor ex|)ended.

1 Jerries tlourish in near-

ly all soils and in all

tern Iterate climates. The

number of \arieties is

now unlimited, and suit-

ed to all tastes.

One large farmer in

^ the country consigns to

his own table a peck a
ROLLING CRITSHFS LUMPS AM) PACKS

Uf)WN THF. S(UI

MAKINf} A BEGINNING

day ; others provide a quart for each person, and

dispense almost wholly with meat so long as berries

can be had in good condition. A very intelligent

young lady living opposite my farm, who has traveled

the world ox er, enjoys life just as long as the supply

of berries continues; but at other seasons she is more

or less of an invalid. And yet there are too many
who regard berries as mere luxuries, and refer you

to pork and potatoes for nourishment and substantial

sustenance for bodv and mind.

A. 1. Root says :
" Everybody ought to have all

the berries he wants. If he does not care to grow

them, he ought to be in some business so that he can

afford to buy them, quart after quart, morning, noon

and night. Not only because they give enjoyment,

but because they are the cheapest, best and most

natural medicine to tone up the system that has ever

been invented. They are both victuals and drink.

The man who can not afford to give up his beer, tea

and coffee, yes, and tobacco, too, when berries are

plentiful and cheap, is a man to be j^itied."

Then—outside of the farming class—there are

thousands of town dwellers and suburbanites who

might grow berries, if they would, on their little plots

of ground in the back yard. Why not ? This ])ook

is for them as well as for the farmer and the

professional grower ; and any one can learn who will

study its teachings.

It is difficult to give accurate directions as to the

selection of a location for fruits or to describe a soil

that will bring the best results. There are a few

ge.ieial principles, however, says (iabriel Hiester, of
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Pennsylvania, that have become firmly estal)lished

by the experience of the most careful horticulturists

extendinj^ back through the past century. There

are several points to be considered in selecting a

location, which apply to all fruits, and they may be

briefly stated, as follows :

Soil.—All fruits do best on a derp soil on an

open subsoil that will allow perfect drainage. Let

me then impress upon the mind of the reader that

the tirst requisite for tlie profitable production of fruit

of any kind is an open subsoil \.\\Ai will allow perfect

drainage; second a ^/^vy^

top-soil of a character

suited to the kind of

fruit grown. (The char-

acter of soil best suited

to each kind of fruit will

be treated later on in

this book.)

Mxi'osuRE. — Opin-

ions differ somewhat on

tliis i)oint, l)uta majority

seem to fasora northern

exposure, as the idea ])re\ails that the buds are

there retarded somewhat, and are less liable to be

injured by late frosts. Also, that a southern ex|)o-

sure is least desirable, excei)t when extra-early

fruit is wanted.

Altiti'DE —This is more important than

exposure. Fruit should be planted alcove the ie\ el

of the "lake" of cold air that settles in the valleys

at night ; the warmer and more sheltered the valley

FOI-LOW IlIK DISC IIAKKOW WITH
A SMOOTHING. HAKKoW

MAKINCi A BEGINNING II

the more important is this point, as these places are

most subject to late frosts. No fixed height can be
given at which it will jje safe to plant ; it will depend
upon the width of the valley and the abruptness of

the slope at either side. Kach planter must decide

for himself what will be a safe altitude for protection

against untimely spring frosts.

Conditions differ, however, along the shores

of lakes and ])r()ad rivers ; here the ivatcr tempers
the air and prevents injury by late frosts. For
instance, the inthienc e of Lake Erie extends two or

three miles inland; and along the Susquehanna, fruit

which grows close to the bank frequently escapes

injury, while a mile back in the country the entire

crop is destroyed by frost, (iood fruit can be grown
on these bottom lands which border on ri\ ers and
lakes, prox ided they are well drained either naturally

or artificially.

Rainfall.— The distribution of rainfall through-

out the entire season is important. Fruit recpiires a

large amount of moisture during the growing season,

and unless this is supi)lied ])y rains, you will have to

practise irrigation. (See Chapter 11.)

Aktifh lAL Dkainacje.— If the ground is not

naturally well drained, it will pay to install a system

of underground tile drains. This, however, is too

intricate a subject to be thoroughly treated in the

s|)ace at my disposal ; therefore, I would suggest that

you write to the Secretary, V. S. Department of

Agriculture, Washington, I). C, and ask for a copy

of Farmers' lUilletin No. 187, entitled " Drainage of

Land." And remem])er this: "Tile drains help
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to make wet soils drier, and dry soils more moist."

Harriet says that this sounds like a paradox, but I

can earnestly assert that experience has proved

it to he a fact.

Shipping or Marketinc; Facilities.—After

fruit is grown, it must, in many instances, be

marketed. Therefore, the prospective grower needs

to take into consideration, when selecting land, the

distance from the railway station or steamer wharf,

or the hauling distance to stores or customers.

Good roads, or competing lines of railways (which

usually mean cheaper freights), are both important

factors to consider. (For additional marketing

suggestions, consult Chapter XIW)
Freliminaky Fkeparation.—Nearly all grow-

ers wisely recommend preparing the ground a year

or two before the berries are to be planted, by

planting other crops which must be cultix ated, and

thus getting the soil mellow and the weed seeds

sprouted and out of the way. A one-year <:7(r77/£'r sod,

well manured and planted to potatoes and well tilled

one year, makes one of the best preparations for

berries ; but any other plan that will make the soil

reasonably rich and in good tilth and free from weed

seeds, will answer.

Never plant small fruits on land which has l)een

in old israss sod, until it has been cultivated two or

three seasons. Why .^ Because such land is apt to

be full of destructive "white grubs," which are

mostly eradicated by cultivation.

Fertility and Manurinc;.—This is an intricate

subject, and I lack space to trecit it thoroughly here.
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F'or fill] details on this topic I suggest that you read

Chapter IV of the Biggie (iarden Book (published

uniform with this volume), and write to the Secretary,

U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, I). C,
and ask for Farmers' Bulletins Nos. 44, 192, 245,

257 and 278. In this way you will learn all about

nitrogen, phosphoric acid, potash, nitrate of soda,

IF MANURE IS APPLIHl) IN FURROWS, hP. SURF, IT IS WELL
MIXKI) WITH SOIL BEFORE PLANTING

lime, humus, cover crops, nitrogenous crops,

liquid manure, etc.

(ienerally sjjcaking, I will say that there is no

better all-purpose fertilizer than stable manure.
Haul it on the ground in winter and early spring,

and spread it as it is hauled
;
plow it under, and then

broadcast (to each acre) about 400 pounds of kainit

(a commercial form of potash), and about 600

pounds of finely-ground bone meal ; harrow this in,

1

.1

and you have a very good, complete mixture which

contains all essential elements of plant food. Or, if

you desire, you can substitute muriate or sulphate of

potash for the kainit, or twenty five bushels of

unleached hardwood ashes ; or phosphates or super-

phosphates may be substituted for the bone. If

stable manure can not be obtained and if there is

sufficient humus (decayed vegetal/le matter) in the

soil, buy a high-grade, complete, ready-mixed,

commercial fertilizer the best you can get, not the

cheapest- and broadcast it on plowed land at the

rate of al)()ut 800 pounds to the acre
;

then

harrow it in.

FLANMN(i AM) Lavincj-Out.— Measure thc land

accurately. Then figure out a definite i)lanting

plan, on ])aper, indicating exactly where everything

is to go, and the distance between rows. For con-

\enience draw the plan to scale — say one-sixteenth

inch to the foot —and endeaxor to have long rows

rather than short ones. Therefore, run the rows the

/^Wi/^ way of the garden or field ;
whether the rows

run north and south or east nnd west is not so

important, although north and south rows are

slightly better if they can ])e conveniently had. Plan

to have level, straight rows, rather than elevated

little "beds" divided by useless paths, (ienerally

speaking, let the spaces between rows be the paths,

and keep the entire field as level as possible. (The

correct distances apart for rows and plants are given

in the chapters on The Straw])erry, The Raspberry,

etc.)
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Plowing.—Never work soil when it is very wet

and sticky ; wait until it dries into crumbly, workable

condition. Early spring is the usual time to plow,

although fall-plowing often has advantages when the

ground is soddy or

badly infested with

wire worms, cut-

AS UKKH AS YOU
ITCH

worms, grubs, etc.

How deep to plow ?

As deep as you
can without bring-

inu- uu much of the ""^'' "'-"-'' ''^ plow? as ukkh .

111^ up 111 lie 11 Ui llIC
^^^ WITHOUT BRIN(;iNG UP M

subsoil. SUBSOIL

HARROWiXfJ.—Follow the ])low with the harrow

as soon as possible in the spring. Do a thorough

job— lengthwise, crosswise and diagonally, until the

ground is as mellow as an ash heap. The spike-

tooth, spring-tooth, disc and Acme harrows are all

good,— the latter being especially valuable as a

smoothing harrow.

Rolling or Floatinc^.—After harrowing, it is

often advisable to roll or "float" (smooth) the

ground with some kind of a roller or plank-drag.

This operation crushes lumps and packs down the

soil, but should be followed by a smoothing harrow-

that will loosen the surface. Then the field should

be in excellent condition for marking and planting.

Makkincj the (jRoi'Ni).—Many growers plant

with a line stretched across the patch and moved into

place for the next row ; this insures absolutely

straight rows, for which I have a great liking, but is

not well adapted to very large fields. On large

areas, it is very convenient and time-saving to mnrk
out the entire field in advance of planting. For
this purpose there are several styles of home-made
markers, one pulled ])y horse power, and another
kind drawn backward by hand. Hv making a few
changes, these markers are easily adjusted to any
width of row desired.

If deep markings are wanted—that is, if a man
wants furrows instead of mere guide marks - a one-

horse plow, or a

culti\ator rigged as

a furrower, can be
used by following

the shallow marks
previously made
by a marker.

(Note : In the

P>iggle (".aid en
Book several kinds of home-made markers, drags
and floats are illustrated.)

I'KOI'ACJATIOX, I'LAXTIXC; AXI) VaRI ETIES. — In
the chapters on The Strawberry, The Raspberry,
etc., special directions are given coverin^^ these
subjects.

Tools and Imi'LEMEnts.—Those really needed
are few and not expensive, and they are mentioned
in their appropriate places in this l^ook. Harriet
hints that the most important things arc thorono;hncss
and persistence, but I should want to add a good hoe
and cultivator to her list—and a few other
im))lements.

How many and what kind of tools a fruit <>rower

A homu-made furrowfk
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will need depends, of course, on the size of his

garden. On the very small place the spade or

digging fork often takes the place of the plow, the

rake doubtless performs the duty of a harrow, elbow

grease may be substituted for horse power, and hand
hoes, hand cultivators, sprayers, etc., are often

: .^wlfc. M^^M^
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ClJLTI\'ATION, MULCHING, IRRIGATION

Asfor tveeds, nip them in the bud—Tim.

Not only does it take brain work to ^^row l)erries

successfully, but it requires muscular work as well.

lUit in this, as in most operations of the farm, the
brains can save the hands much drudgery.

Any one who docs not possess a well-orj^anized

brain had better not undertake berry culture, for he
will have so much to do with his hands in order to

obtain a compensatory crop, that his efforts will most
likely result in failure. He
will soon become disgusted

and declare that it "does
not pay " to ^x(^\\ berries.

It is not much bother or

work, however, to the one
who has a <(ood share of

j^umption, a little spunk,

who was not born tired, and
who has a genuine lo\ e for

the fruit after it is grown.

Cultivation.—This is

a very important part of

the fruit growers' work,

and accompbshes the fol-

lowing results :

CARRY A FILE AND KKKF YoiK
HOE SHARP
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1. The setting free of plant food by increasing

the chemical activities in the soil.

2. The soil is made finer, and hence presents

greater surfaces to the roots, thus increasing the area

from which the roots can absorb nutriment.

3. The surface of the soil is kept in such

condition that it immediately absorbs all the rain

A THOROUC.H jni5 OF t ITLTIVATINC; CAN T 15E DONE BY
(;oiN(; iii:twi:i:n rows only onck c.o twick

that falls during the summer, when it is apt to be

dry. Little is lost by surface drainage.

4. Moisture is conserved thereby. Where the

surface remains undisturbed for weeks the soilbecomes

packed, so that the moisture from below readily

passes to the surface and is evaporated, thus being

lost to the growing cro)). If the surface is kept

light and loose by tillage, so that the cai)illarity is

CULTIVATION, MULCH I \(;, IRRIGATION 21

broken, but little of the soil moisture comes to the
surface and evaporation is not so great. In this

way nearly all the moisture remains in the soil,

where it can be used l^y the roots.

5. Thorough tillage has a tendency to cause
deeper rooting of the roots. The surface of the soil

is made drier by tillage during the early part of the
season than it would otherwise l^e ; hence the roots
go where the soil is moist. The advantage of deep
rooting during drought is obvious.

6. Last but not least, weeds and grass are
kept out.

There are a number of excellent horse-cultivators
on the market. The Planet Jr. twelve-tooth cul-

tivator and pulverizer is an excellent tool, —
especially in the strawberry patch. The teeth are
adjustable and those nearest the row may be turned
backward, enabling the user to " run shallow " and
avoid tearing the
roots of the plants.

The Iron Age thir-

teen-tooth culti\ator

is also very good for

such work.

For rough work
in very weedy
ground, an iron

frame, five-tooth cul-

tivator is useful. This implement has several attach-
ments— side shovels, side sweeps, rear hoes, etc.

—

which are often helpful for special needs ; the flat,

wide, surface-skimming sweep attachments, I find,

A HOKSF. (IKAI'F.-HOR IS EXCELLFNT FOR
CLOSE WORK IN A VINEYARD
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are particularly good for killing such weeds as thistles,

which are apt to dodge and escape the ordinary nar-

row culti\ator-tooth.

All the cultivators mentioned in the fore^roinL^

are adjustal)le to depth and width, and one horse
can pull them easily.

One of the best cultivators I ever had was made
with five spring-teeth ; and doubtless there are

other good kinds on the market that I have
not mentioned.

iMi'LCHiN(;.—There are two kinds of mulch— the
dust mulch caused by regular surface cultivation,

and the mulch which is

api)lied in the form of

straw, leaves, stable

manure, or similar

materials. I'or nearly

all purposes I prefer

and usethedustmulch.
The main object of

mulching during the

growing season is to

prevent the evapora-

tion of moisture in tlie

soil, and shallow culti-

vation does that effec-

tively
; and does not, like other forms of mulch,

furnish breeding places for insects and fungi.

In special instances, however, a mulch of litter is a

good thing. P'or examj^le : Straw, etc., will keep
strawberries clean in a fruiting bed ; currant bushes
root so near the surface that ordinary cultivati' n often

THIS MAN IS AI'I'I,YIN(. MTLCH So AS
Tf) HA\H CLKAN STK AWHKKKI ! S
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injures the roots, and therefore a light working of

the soil in spring, followed by a heavy mulch of

stal)le manure, is an excellent plan to follow ; in the

fall a mulch of strawy manure protects and fertilizes

the roots of vines, plants and bushes during cold

weather, and prevents the alternate freezing and

thawing which causes plants to heave out of the

ground more or less.

In later chapters 1 shall have something more to

say about mulching.

Irri(;ati()N. — Berries are such thirsty plants

when loaded with fruit, that ample provision should

be made to give them all they can use of water. In

ordinary seasons on most soils this can be done by

thorough culti\ ation or mulching, thus retaining the

moisture provided by spring thaws and rains

throughout the fruiting season ; but in dry weather

the crop is often shortened through lack of water

unless irrigation is resorted to. Unfortunately, how-

ever, irrigation is not practical)le on the average fruit

garden. liut when l)erries can be planted within

reach of a stream or pond or well that will yield

an abundant supply of water, it will be found

advantageous to irrigate ; which will largely increase

the croj) and greatly lengthen the l^earing

season.

Hydraulic rams, steam or gasoline engines, wind-

mills, etc., are all used to pump the water where

needed ; but if you can run it on the field by gravity,

so much the l)etter for you. It may be applied in

furrows opened in the rows (the furrows l)eing filled

up as soon as the water has soaked away), or it may
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be sprinkled on the plants after sundown with

an ordinary hose-nozzle.

The Biggie Orchard Book says on this subject

:

In regions of normal rainfall, artificial watering is

seldom practised or necessary. Cultivation, under

normal conditions, conserves sufficient moisture for

usual needs. In California and some other states,

irrigation is desiral)lc. Folks who need to practise

this method should write to the Secretary, U. S.

Department of Agriculture, Washington, 1). C, and
ask for Farmers' Bulletin No, 116, entitled "Irriga-

tion in Fruit (Growing."

HIN IS I HAVE GATHKRKD

It pays to carry a file and keep your hoe sharp.

A rope or handle to the

harrow helps to guide the in»-

plenient,

A thorough job of cultiva-

ting can't he doni' by going

through a row only once. Culti-

vate each row at least twice

.

It takes an enormous amount
of water to irrigate one acre of

land ; so don't expect to do the

job with a small, inexpensive

outfit.

For wide rows — such as

blackberries, etc. ,— it is often pos-

sible to use a harrow to better

advantage than a cultivator. The
Acme does good work here.

In very small gardens a

wheel-hoe, to be pushed by hand. ^^ ..^^^ ^,,^^1. (.AKurNs a
has its uses. Then, of course, in wmiiL-noi-: has ns i si:s
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all kinds of gardens, small or large, the ordinary hand-hoe
is indispensable lor ceitain kinds of work.

The important thing is not to allow the weeds to get

a start. They are easily kept down when young by stirring

the soil, but once allowed to gain headway, the labor of

fighting them is greatly increased. Weeds kill easiest when
the sun shines hot.

I usually set my horse-cultivator to run about two inches

deep, for 1 believe that this plan best conserves moisture ;ind

avoids danger of cutting roots. Once in ten days is not too

often to cultivate ; and always, after a rain, the ground should

l)e stirred with cultivator, rake, harrow or hoe as soon as dry

enough to work. (How late in the season to cultivate, and
similar special directions, are treated farther on in this book.)

Berries want water ; more of it than they are likely to get.

Irrigation makes big berries out of what otherwise might be

little ones, or helps to make the last picking almost as fine as

the first. It makes big, showy berries, but also makes them
with less color, soft in te.xture and not so good in quality

as without it. It is more satisfactory to sell water in the berry

than in milk, especially after it has been drained from
the cow.—J. H. Hale, Connecticut.

Irrigation is beneficial in many ways, but esj^ecially so

when the fruit is swelling, for berries love moisture, and can

not perfect their fruit without it. How and where to apply it

has caused many doubts. We have usually let it run between
rows on the surface, our land being neither level nor steep.

Water runs a long distance without soaking away too soon and
without washing. We have never tried plowing a light

furrow and laying small underground tiles, but the plan

seems feasible for steep side-hills, and not too expensive

to be profitable.—J. W. ADAMS, Massachusetts.

\
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Chapter III

SPRAY PUMPS AND FORMULAS

Get after bugs ivith prayer and a good spray pump.—Tim,

Often I am asked ;
" What is the l)est kind of a

pump to buy ?
" The answer is not an easy one, for

\ ery much depends upon a man's needs. For a

very small fruit garden, one of the cheap hand-

atomizers sold by seedsmen might answer the pur-

pose. These hold about a quart of liquid and cost a

dollar or less.

If the garden is of

fair size, and yet not too

large, one of the com-

pressed-air, shoulder-

strap sprayers (several

makes are on the mar-

ket) would l)e just the

thing.

On large areas a

more powerful appara- jj^t

tus of greater capacity j^
*

is required. Perhaps a

barrel or tank outfit,

mounted on a wag( n

and worked Ijy hand,

would do the job. Or
. , , . . A ( OMl'KESSHD-AIK SHOULDEK-STKAP

jt might l">e best to in- m-kaykk is handy insmam. hatches

(27)
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vest in one of the power outfits that are operated
by either a gasoline engine, geared connection with
wagon wheels, or compressed gas in cylinders.
Some of these machines are designed to spray several
rows of strawberries or two rows of vines at once
automatically.

The ordinary wagon barrel-pump can be used as
a four row strawberry sprayer, by purchasing a
four-nozzle attachment which can be fastened on to

the back of the wagon and connected with the l^arrel-

pump. Thus, with a man to pump and a boy to

drive, the work is done thoroughly and automatically
as fast as a team, straddling one row, can walk
along. This attachment costs, complete with nozzles,

connections, etc., but not including pump or barrel,

about $12, and is for sale by several spray-pump
manufacturers. Of course, it is only suited to

large fields.

A good pump should have non-corrosive brass
working parts

; it should be simply made and easily

taken apart for repairs
; it should work easily and

be capable of maintaining a steady, high-pressure
spray from one or several nozzles

; it should be
properly arranged to prevent clogging

; and it should
be provided with some kind of an agitator to keep
the solution in vigorous motion and thoroughly
distributed. A cheap pump is usually a poor invest-
ment, (jet a good one.

Fungicides.—Bordeaux mixture is the best and
most useful of all known fungicides for general use.

It is made by taking three pounds of sulphate of
copper, four pounds of quicklime, fifty gallons of

1

•

SPRAY PUMI'S AND FORMULAS 2g

water. First dissolve the copper sulphate. The

easiest, quickest way to do this, is to put it into a

coarse cloth bag and suspend the bag in a receptacle

partly filled with water. Next, slake the lime in a

.slKAVIN<. A V(a;N<. NINKTY-ACKE VINEYAKI) WITH BOKUHAUX,
USING A (iASOI.lNE-ENiilNE AIM'AKATUS

tub, and strain the rnilk of lime thus obtained into

another receptacle. Now get some one to help you,

and, with buckets, simultaneously pour the two

liquids into the spraying barrel or tank. Lastly, add

sufficient water to make fifty gallons.
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Powdered sulphur : This is another fun^ndde; it

is sometimes used for mildew on currant leaves,
gooseberry JDushes, etc. Dust or blow it on when
the plants are wet.

Insecticides.—Of these there are a number of
g^ood ones, as follows :

Paris green : Two pounds of quicklime, one-
quarter pound of Paris green, fifty gallons of water.
The lime helps to neutralize the caustic action of
Paris green on tender foliage. Keep mixture well
agitated while spraying.

Arsenate of lead : Several ready -prepared, com-
mercial forms of this poison are on the market, and
only need dissolving in water

; use al)()ut two pounds
to fifty gallons of water. For general use 1 think
that arsenate of lead is much better than Paris green

;

it sticks better and lasts longer on foliage, remains
in suspension in water longer, and it never injures
any foliage, even if applied in excessive quantities.

White hellebore : This, if fresh, may be used
instead of Paris green or arsenate of lead in some
cases—worms on currant and gooseberry bushes, for

instance. It is not such a powerful poison as the
arsenites, and therefore is safer to use in the family
garden. Steep two ounces in one gallon of hot
water, and use as a s|)ray, stirring it often.

BoKDEAix C(XMi'.i\i:i) wrni Insicct Poison. —
By adding one-quarter pound of i'aris green to each
fifty gallons of the Bordeaux formula, the mixture be-
comes a combined fungicide and inse( ticide. Or,
instead of j'aris green, add about two pounds of
arsenate of lead. With this combination the fruit

SI'RAY pumps and FORMULAS 3'

grower is able to fight fungous diseases and most

insect pests with one spray, and 1 trust that my

readers will often avail themselves of this useful team;

if carefully handled, they'll pull nicely together and

do their work well.

P'oR Sucking Insects.— Now we come to another

class of insecticides, suited to insects which suck a

plant's juices but do not chew. Arsenic will not kill

such pests ; therefore we must resort to solutions

which kill by contact. Here are some of the best-

known recipes of this kind :

Kerosene emulsion : One-half pound of hard or

one quart of soft soap ; kerosene, two gallons
;
boihng

soft water, one gallon. If hard soap is used, slice it

fine and dissolve in water by boiling ;
add the boiling

solution (away from the fire) to the kerosene, and

stir or violently churn for from five to eight minutes,

until the mixture assumes a creamy consistency. If

a spray pump is at hand, ])ump the mixture l)ack

upon itself with considerable force for about five

minutes. Keep this as a stock. // must be further

diluted with soft water before using. One part of

emulsion to fifteen parts of water is about right

for lice.

Whale-oil soap solution : Dissolve one pound of

whale-oil soaj) in a gallon of hot water, and dilute

with about six gallons of cold water. This is a good

apphcation for a|)his (lice) and scale insects.

To1)acco tea : This solution may be prepared by

placing five pounds of tobacco stems in a water-tight

vessel, and then covering them with three gallons of

hot water. Allow to stand several hours ;
dilute the
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liquor l^y adding about seven gallons of water.

Strain and apply. Good for lice.

Pyrethrum ; This is also known as buhach, or

Persian insect powder. 1 he best is called California

buhach ; the imported powder is not so fresh as a rule,

and therefore not so strong. It may be used as a dry

powder, dusted on with a powder bellows when the

plants are wet ; or one ounce of it may be steeped in

one gallon of water, and sprayed on the plants or

vines at any time. A good lice remedy.

Special Note : The various insect and fungous

pests which attack small fruits are specitically

mentioned in the chapters on The Strawberry, The

(irape, etc., together with the best remedies to use in

each case.

SPRAYING NOTES

After spraying, pump water through the pump and hose

to clean them of the mixture, so that it shall not needlessly

corrode them.

All spraying mixtures should be constantly agitated when
in use. If this is not done, some of the ingredients, particularly

Paris green, is apt to settle to the bottom of tank or barrel.

Remember that fungicides are not cures, but preventives.

It is important to begin their use early in the season before the

trouble begins, and repeat the application seveial times at

intervals.

Bees are excellent friends of the fruit grower, because they

help to pollinate berry blossoms. Therefore this rule is a good

one : Never spiay fruit vines or bushes when they are in

blossom, for fear of killing the bees.

All spraying mixtures should be strained before using, to

prevent cloggmg the nozzles. A box, with the bottom and top

knocked out, will make a frame for a stramer; a brass-wire
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mesh—eighteen or twenty meshes to the inch—can be securely
tacked around the bottom to complete the job.

It must be remembered that most spraying materials are
poisonous and should be so labeled. If ordinary precautions
are taken, there is no danger attendmg their application.
Properly-sprayed fruit (that is. fruit not sprayed too near the
time of maturity) is, on account of the great dilution and the
action of rains, perfectly safe to eat.

The Vermorel nozzle is very popular; so are several other
makes that I have tried. The main thing to demand is a nozzle

that will throw a fine mist,

like steam, which settles on
the plants like dew. A
sprinkler, resulting in much
drip upon me ground, is not
wanted. And, too, a good
nozzle should not clog
easily, and when it does clog
it should be quickly clean-
able.

The lime-sulphur mix-
ture is the standard lemedy
for the San jose scale.

'^\ Seedsmen sell it by the cjiiart

or gallon. The time to use
it is (jf/i-r the leaves are off

— in the late fall or early

spring. Currantbushes.etc,
if attacked by this pest,

should have prompt treat-

ment. It is a round, dark
scale with a central dot or
nipple, and is not easy to

see without the aid of a
magnifying glass. (Note:

Seedsmen also sell ready-nrepared Bordeaux, kerosene emul-
sion, Bordeau.x-arsenate of lead, etc. So it isn't necessary to
make these sprays at home unless you prefer to do so.

)

A GOOn NOZZLE SHOULD THRf)W
FINH MIST, LIKE STEAM
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Chapter IV

THE STRAWBERRY

LADY THOMPSON

*' Doubtless the Lord miifht have made a betterfruit than the
strawberry, but doubtless He never did."

Beini,^ the first fruit to ripen, the strawberry comes
to the tal)le as a welcome visitor when the appetite
is capricious. So beautiful in form, color and fra-
grance, it is among fn,its what the rose is among
flowers. In flavor so delicious, in healthfulness so
beneficial, that invalids often gain strength while its

season lasts. Strawberries fully ripe and freshly
picked from the vines may be eaten at every meal, in
saucers heaped high like jjyramids, and will usually
nourish the most delicate stomachs.

The charms of the strawberry do not all end in
the eating of it. No fruit is so soon produced after
being planted. It affords employment— pleasant,
easy and profitable -for pocr men with httle land';
for old men with little ])hysical strength

; for women,'
boys and girls who love to till the soil and delve
in mother earth.

Profit in Strawijerries. -Novices in berry
culture will be surprised to know that more bushels of
strawberries can be grown on an acre than of wheat
or corn, but such is the fact, as testified to by many
experienced growers.

Prof. Bailey, in his " Horticulturist's Rule Book,"
says that the a\ erage yield of an acre of straw-
berries is from seventy-five to 300 bushels.

(35)

COLOR PLATE
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Mr. Rosii, Delaware, reports that from one and
one-fourth acres he sold, one summer, 169 crates of

thirty-two quarts each, or 5,408 quarts. They were

sold in Philadelphia and paid him net, not counting

the pickinir, #653.79, or

more than twelve cents per

quart.

From a patch only 108 x

213 feet in size, W. E.

Penny|3acker, Pennsyhania,

rc( ently sold in one season,

4,721 quarts for #461.

From Boise, Idaho, comes
an interesting strawberry

item, relative to the patch

of J. H.W'aite, located a short

distance from that city. Mr.

Waite's patch measured just a little short of an acre

and a cpiartcr. He marketed his first berries June ist,

and from that date until July 7th he brought in 12,798

boxes, from which he realized S807.70.

And here's a big report from California :
" We

began to market our strawberries on March 30, 1907,

and picked every day until October 25th. The area

was two and three-cpiarter acres, and the variety

l^randywine. The snles were 79,000 baskets (pints),

for which we received #5,000 Su( h yields are not

possil)le in the Fast, however I am a Pennss Ivani'in,

and know." — (). A. L()P.ix(;ii:k.

1 myself have grown strawberries at the rate

of 200 bushels per acre ; but one year 1 expected 300
bushels and got about fifty. It is never safe to count

•mwrn^w^^

IM( KIN(; MAKSHALLS FOR
MoTHHK's liESSKKT
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on too much, nor to be too sure of results, nor to

increase the acreage unduly. Small patches, as a

rule, are much more profitable than large ones.

The expense of l)ringing an acre of berries into

profitable bearing is greater than most folks think.

There's the interest or rent on the land, the value of

the plants set (whether you l^uy or raise them), the

cost of heavy fertilizing, horse hire or keep, labor,

wear and tear on implements, etc. •* You may
safely estimate," says a successful Wisconsin grower,
'

' that every acre of good small fruits, well set, missing

hills filled in and Inought to a bearing age, will cost

from #100 to #150, or

<in equi\ alent in honest

work at # 1 . 50 jjer day.

Soil AND Location.
— The straw])erry will

adapt itself to a great

\ ariety of soils and loca-

tion. It is grown suc-

cessfully in every state

in the I'nion, as it is

|)rized by the people

e Ve r \' w here. I ) i fferen t

\arieties require some-

what ditlcMcnt conditions

in climate and soil; thus

one that thrives on

sandy land may not do

so well on clay ; and
certain kinds that

succeed in northern
THIS MAN HAS A STKAWHKKK

Y

l'AT< H J<H;MT AT HIS I)(»()K
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latitudes will not stand a hot southern sun ; and
vice versa.

Almost any soil that will produce a good crop of

corn or notatoes will ^ive fair returns with straw-

berries
; land inclined to be moist (l)ut not too wet)

and not subject to injury l)y drouL^ht, will l)e best.

If early bearini,^ is wanted, take an early variety,

set on sunny southwest-lying land. If you want late

fruit, take a late variety, set on an east or northeast

slope and allow the mulch to remain as long as

possil^le.

Be sure to read, carefullv, the various hints uiven

in Chapter 1 about soils, altitude, drainage, fertilizing,

plowing, harrowing, marking, etc., and, especially,

pay heed to the remarks about " |)reliminary prepa-

ration " and the importance of not setting berries on
land which has recently been in grass sod.

(Generally si)eaking, a well-drained clay-loam,

filled with humus, is an ideal strawl)erry soil
; but

this fruit often does well on more sandy soils. A
heavy, stiff clay is least desirable, in my opinion.

For raising plants to sell, says A. I. Root, Ohio, 1

should prefer low bottom land inclining to sand, made
very rich with manure ; l)ut for raising Ijerries I

should take upland, turn under clover sod and work
in all the stable manure I could get hold of. There
is practically no su( h thing as makmg it too rich.

Ohtainincj i^LANTS TO Si:t —To grow straw-

berries successfully, beginners should order their

plants of some relial)le nurseryman very early in the

spring. If a dozen, thirty or a hundied plants only

are wanted, they can be sent by mail. P^ive hun-

1

dred, or more, should go by express. If ordered

early the nurseryman will send them as soon as the

ground is fit for planting. (The following year the

off-shoots or runners from these first plants should

furnish a surplus of plants for setting a second bed,

and so on, indefinitely.)

When plants are received by mail or express

from a distance, they should be opened at once and
the roots should l^e ^

dipped in water. If

the ground is not

ready for them,

break open the

bunches, spread out

the roots, and
" heel them in

"

closely together in

moist earth in a

sheltered spot out-

doors, or in the

cellar. HeeHng-in

means simply a

temporary plant-

ing, plants touching each other, and placed in a half-

reclining position. In this way, if watered and shaded,

they may be safely kept several days or weeks.

If the plants are in plant beds of your own or

a neighbor's raising, dig up the whole row, throwing

out the old plants. If plants must be taken from a

fruiting bed, you can dig from the side of the rows.

But, remember, this last method means that you'll

get only the smaller, weaker plants ; it is much

A REFKF.SHINO TITMIILKKFI'L
(Cluster of (iandys

)
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better to dig an entire row as far as necessary, even

in a fruiting bed. Why plant " little potatoes " when
you can get larger ones ?

A potato hook is a good tool with which to dig

strawl^erry plants. As fast as shaken from the soil

gather them up. Hold the plants in the left hand,

crowns of the plants as nearly even as possible, and

when the hand is full trim off all runners and dead or

diseased leaves, and lay the plants in a basket, roots

straight and all one way.

Take the plants to the packing house. Tie them
in bunches and dip in water, and if to be shipped,

pack in moss and forward as soon as possiljle. If to

be set out at home, the tip ends of the roots are cut

or sheared off before setting ; it is customary to

remove, in this way, the lower one-quarter or one-

third of all strawberry roots, — as an aid to new root

formation. Some growers like to heel-in all plants a

day or two before setting, claiming that this prelimi-

nary treatment puts the plants in better condition

to stand the setting ordeal ; I'm inclined to think that

they are right, although most of us are usually in too

l3ig a hurry to wait.

Caution : As a general thing it is l^ettcr not to

set plants from an old l^ed which has borne even one

crop of fruit. Plants from such beds are often not so

full of vigor and health as those from a patch which

has never produced berries. Also, from any l)ed, see

to it that all little, feel^le plants and all old or

" parent " plants are thrown out. The dark color of

the roots is a distinguishing mark of old plants.

Such plants are worthless, and if any are discovered

J

\
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in packages sent from a nursery, they should be
thrown away

; it is useless to set them.
Southern people who wish to buy northern-grown

plants should do so late in the fall. They can not

et them early enough in the spring, and their sum-
mer and early fall are too hot for setting plants

grown in the North.

Stamixates and Pistillates.— Beginners may
need to be told that the staminate plants are those
which have both stamens and pistils and which carry
their own pollen

; they are, therefore, called perfect

flowering or bisexual. Blossoms of real pistillates

^:„;;fX

rir.. T FIG. 2 FIG. 3

AROMA WILLIAM BELT

contain no pollen, are imj^erfect flowering because

lacking in stamens, and, therefore, require the aid of

a staminate vaiiety b'.^for? they 'viU produce fruit.

A strong staminiite blossr/fn *is showri in Fig. i, a

pistillate in Fig. 2, while a feeble staminate is indica-

ted in F'ij^^ 3, which ihr's a few'undev-elr/oed sta'inens

only. Stall'n.Hes c:''rt 1^'e" grown ^-in i ]')ed :3y them-

selves, a'^nd will bear fruit; real ])istillates are fruitless,

unless they have stalRif«ate^ nt^Arby •to'polhnatethem.

The necessary pollen is c-arrii^^d 'f'"e)m'"-staminates to

COLOR PLATE
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pistillates by the aid of the wind and of bees ; rainy
weather in blossoming time is apt to interfere with the
distribution of pollen, and cause an imperfect crop of
fruit, in which many specimens are shortened at the
apex, and made small and ill-formed. Wet weather
likewise interrupts the perfect development of fruit on
staminate varieties, but to a less extent than on
pistillates.

It is a question often discussed among berry
growers, whether it is not best to discard the imper-
fect flowering varieties entirely, owing to the inconven-
ience of having to plant a • uitable pollenizer near
them; but most growers ha- e found that pistillates

pay, because they produce more fritit when properly
polhnated—than the staminates. I have found this

so, myself, and always set my bed in this way : One
row of staminates, two rows of pistillates, then one
row of staminates,—and repeat this order throughout
the patch. Thus each double row of imperfect
flowers has a row of perfect flowers on each side of it.

Some growers, however, prefer to set the pistillates

and staminates in alternate rows.

1 would call attention to the following facts
;

Early spring frosts are more apt to injure the stami-
nate blossoniii th<vi the pistjjl^it^e. .Some varieties,

notably HavciVinj4- whiclujsVwifsid^red a j)istillate,

have a little jjolleVi ^f their 'ou^ \\r\\^ rccjuire less care
in pk?rjtii>g* a*st;kH\in?itc varicty.^^jartJ^Qni

;
jnrfitct, the

HaveVJai^l /v'SH fah-fiost fcftili«t> itsolf. ^flltere are
other so -ca He'd *

pistillates with siMiL^r* capacity,

especially inftvoraJDlc seaaons. ..
**•.

Care must be rr.ker. that tnc pollenizer be a sort

)
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that will bloom abundantly, and at the right time, so
that the adjacent pistillate blossoms may receive
pollen throughout the blossoming period. For this

some varieties of staminates are much better than
others, and some are quite inadequate. It is impor-
tant, also, that the staminates and pistillates to go
together should be selected so that the fruit will ripen
at about the same time. For instance, the Parker
Earle is well adapted to fertilize the Haverland, l)eing

of the same form and ripening nearly at the same
time. It is probal^le that every desiral^le jMstillate

sort has a good friend among the staminates that it

should be married to in preference to the others, and
the wide-awake bcrryman will look sharp that his

varieties be well m;ited.

A pistillate variety will vary quite perceptibly
when fertilized by different perfect varieties

; so, if

you want firmness, you should fertilize with a firm
berry

;
if sweetness is wanted, fertilize w ith a sweet

one
;

if dark color is wanted, fertilize with a dark
one. In fact, whatever peculiarity you wish to trans-
mit to the pistillate variety, seek it in the perfect
variety you would fertilize with. Staminates affect

the size, color, solidity, shape and quality of pistil-

lates Make a study of which varieties planted
together bring the best results.

The honey bee will visit io,ooo strawberry
blossoms in a single day, and thus does valuable
cross-fertilization work for the berry grower.

Distance Apart.— The right distance apart
of rows and plants depends upon the method of grow-
ing—that is, whi( h system of growing you choose.
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Some of the systems arc here ilhistrated, but are
treated more fully in the next chapter.

To ascertain how many plants are required for an
acre, multiply the distance apart of the rows in feet

by the distance apart of the plants in the rows, and

HILL SYSTEM

(Just Started)

HILL SYSTEM
(Six months' growth)

NAKKOW MATTKD-KOW
SYSTEM

wiiJK MA'iri';u-K()WS

( Not a good system)

divide the product into 43,560. Thus, if the rows
are four feet apart and the plants two feet, it will take

5,445 to plant an acre.

Sj^ecial note : Some varieties produce more
runners than others, and certain kinds have lonj^^er

runners than others
; therefore the exact distance

apart to set plants in the row depends somewhat on
the variety as well as upon the system.

I

I

Time to Set Plants.—J. H. Hale, Connecti-

cut, and A. 1. Root, Ohio, both write me that early

spring is the best time. As soon as the <;round can

be worked the earlier the better is my own rule
;

which means early April in Pennsylvania. A friend

writes from Missouri that March 1st is the best time

to set strawberries there.

In the South, planting can be done still earlier—
depending, of course, upon the exact degree of lati-

s^lV

I HE HONEV-IJEE VISITS THOUSANDS OF HLOSSOMS IN
A SINGLE DAY, AND THIS DOES VALUAULK

CKOSS-FEKTILI/ATION \Vt>KK.

tude. February is a favorite month in some southern

states, although late fall |)lanting is practised by many
southern growers. Near the (iulf, plants are often

set in late summer during rainv weather.

Now we come to the question of late-summer or

early-fall set plants in the North. Some growers

claim that by the use of pot-grown j)lants set, say, in

August, they can save one season's time and yet

get good crops of big berries the following June.
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Yes, this is possil^le
; it has been done, it may be

done again. But pot-grown plants are expensive,

and the labor of setting many plants closely together
(for no runners can be expected to help fill out rows)
is excessive. Personally, I prefer spring setting with

ordinary plants, and thou-

fe^^^^ sands of growers will agree
^^^"?1^^ with me in this. Those who

METHOD OF oi'.TAiNiNG ^^^sh to try thc fall planting
poTiKi) pi.AMs method, however, will find

additional information about pot-grown ])lants in the

next chapter.

I
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BEDERWOOD

LOVETT

Chapter V

THE STRAWBERRY (Continued)

Halve your acreage and double yourfertilizer.—Tim.

Presuminj^ that you have the plants ready, the<^roiind

prepared and marked as suggested in Chapter 1,

I will now proceed to the operation of setting, —
and an important one it is, too.

There are at least five irood wavs to ijrow straw-

berries, viz., the hill system, the sin<(le, double and

NICE UEKKIF.S, WWX THK llOX IS " SLACK I'ACKKO

triple hedj^e row systems, and the narrow matted-row
system. It is not the quantity, numerically speaking,

but the quality and size of the berries that count
;

and to produce large well-colored and highly-flavored

berries the plants must have ample room to develop

and admit of cultivation.

(47)
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The method of <;ro\vinj^ strawberries in wide,

thickly-matted rows, says (ieo. W. Stephens, Iowa,

or where the vines are allowed to spread all over the

ground, can not be recommended, because no culti-

vation is possible in the row, and consequently the

ground soon dries out, and the result is a lot of

crowded and stunted plants that will yield less than

half a crop of small berries, and the second year

hardly any. (See picture of wide matted-rows in

Chapter I\'.) This is the reason so many growers set

out a new patch every year or two and plow uj) the

old one. When grown by the hill or hedge-row

systems the })lants may l^ear good cr()|)S for from

three to fi\e years or e\ en longer, and, where the

fertility of the soil is kept up, many crowns will l)e

capable of yielding enormous crops of berries. Some
varieties do their best only in hills.

For a hedge-row, mark out the rows two and one-

half feet aj)art and set the ])hints al)out two feet in the

-f

—

"w^-^ T --f^r-r^ n ^^ -y^ row. ( I'his Is for horsc cul-

sin(;lh hedge-row tivation ; two feet is amj)le

for hand-hoe or wheel-hoe work.) Then aUow two

runners to grow from eac h ])lant and layer them in

the row in a straight line with the mother plants.

When the row is comi:)leted the plants will be about

eight inches apart in the row. (See illustration.)

For a dou])le hedge-row place the rows three feet

apart and form an ordinary hedge-row. Then allow

one runner to grow from ea( h plant, layering them
along one side, forming a second

hedge-row eight or nine in( hesj^Ji x~i t tT^ t
from the first, as indicated in cut. double h ebge-row

i

*

For a triple hedge-row place the rows three and

one-half feet apart and the plants about two feet in

the row. (Rows may be six inches narrower for hoe

work.) Allow four runners to ^^ ^ ^^ ^ ^_^
grow from the mother plant, i*-i-~k» i—it-^ L^^^
layering two of them in the ^^^^ >» «

—

•^ i >i,Jfc i

1 „. ^.,„U c'^A^ TRIPLE HEDGE-ROW
row and one at each side.

Then let each of the four runner plants throw out one

runner, and layer them in the two outside rows as

shown in the drawing.

l>y the last two methods, no runner-plant is

allowed to exhaust itself by throwing out more than

one runner, and all will be earlier and stronger than

they otherwise would. Layer the runners in regular

order so that they will l^e straight in the row and

in line across the row.

Narrow matted-row system : This is practically

the same as the triple hedge-row, except that little or

no care is used in placing the runners,— which are

allowed to form and set almost at will until a compact

row about eighteen inches wide results ;
then any

runners which straggle outside the row are cut off.

(See illustration in Chapter 1\'.) This system, being

less trouble than a s\stematic hedge-row, is popular

with many growers ; and if such a bed is kept only

one or two years, it usually proves profitable. Its

weak point lies in the fact that too many j^lants are

ai)t to set in the row unless you are careful, and

crowding means smaller fruit. Rightly handled—
and keej)ing sue h a bed only one year I have found

tlie narrow^ matted row a satisfac tory system on

my ground.
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Hill system of culture : Set the plants about
fifteen inches apart in rows about three feet apart,

for horse cultivation, or in two-foot rows for hoe work
only. All runners are promptly and rei^ularly cut

off all throu,L^h the growing; season, and the plants,

not being exhausted by runner bearing, put all their

strength into themselves and grow big, sturdy and
bushy. (See two illustrations in Chapter 1\'.) This

method requires high culture and fertilization to

produce satisfactory results. In addition to other

fertilizing, occasional applications of nitrate of soda
the first season, and again the following spring after

growth starts, are helpful. Nitrate of soda is useful

in any system of strawberry growing, but must be
used with care ; it is a powerful stimulant and too

much may harm the plants. It should be applied in

small doses often. Aljout loo pounds at a dose to

the acre is usually enough, and, generally speaking,

it should not come in direct contact with plants.

One pound is enough for about loo feet of row.

Another excellent way of growing plants in hills,

is to set them 20 x 20 inches apart each way, and
leave a thirty-inch aisle between each three rows.

Settincj Plants. ^-Have a boy to carry the plants,

roots down, in a pail with a little water in it. Have
him drop or place the plants as fast as needed and
no faster. Openings for the plants can be made at

proper distances along the row with an ordinary spade.

F^orce it into the soil, uj)right, push it slightly from
you, and the opening is made. Into this put the

roots, spreading them out fan-shape. He careful not

to set too deep as in Fig. i, or too shallow as in Fig. 2,

51

and do not bunch the roots as in Fig. 3, but see
that every one goes in like Fig. 4. Press the soil

firmly around the roots and tread it down with the

**"

fk; Fi';. 2

i^^t-tliis is importcult. Also nip off any runners,
blossoms or unhealthy leaves that may not have been
previously removed. A special trowel, Fig. 5, flat

like a mason's trowel, but wide and full at the point,

with extra long handle, is a X(mA used by some grow-
ers for setting. Some other growers use dil)])ers.

If the j)lants are in good condition, the soil moist,
and the setting properly done at the right season,
they should not need shading. Do the setting
toward evening, if you can ; then they have all night
to recuperate in before the heat of another
day. In a small garden, however, it is

often a help to shade the newly-set ])lants

for a few days
; the small grower can

utilize shingles, newspaj)ers, berry boxes,
etc., etc., for this worthy purpose.

Two men and a boy, working together,

can do fast work setting plants in large fields. The
first man makes the holes with a spade or other tool,

the boy drops the i)lants, and the second man, on his

knees, places the plants in position and pulls the soil

around the roots. The first man, after making a few

F!(i.5
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holes ahead of the planter, can go back occasionally

and firm the soil around the plants with his feet —
returning again to his hole-making jol). Transplant-

ing machines drawn by horses are sometimes used for

very large areas, and these are supplied with a

watering device.

Cultivation.—As soon as the field is planted,

start the cultivator or hoe at once, so as to loosen up

the top two inches of the trodden land and stop the

:r^ :.
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Fif;. 8

out harmin.i; the leaves ;
then, l)y pressin^i^ down on

the hiindle, the sharpened bottom will cut off runners

on all sides at one clip, on the princi])le of the tin

cooky-cutter which Harriet uses in the kitchen.

Some folks make a serviceal)le

runner cutter l^y bending a hoe

into the shape shown in Fig. 8.

While I'm on this sul^ject of runner cutting, let

me say that if you are growing a hedge or matted row,

do not make the mistake of cutting off the first set of

runners that the j^lants throw out. Root these Jfrs/

runners, for the sooner runners can be rooted, the

longer they will ha\ e to grow and perfect fruit buds

for next season's crop. A while ago, many growers

advocated cuttim^ the early runners so as to strengthen

the plants, and then rooting the .syvyv/<'/ lot of runners.

Experience has shown that this plan is usually a

mistake. Root the early riuiiiers and cut off t/w later

ones after the row isformed.

Pott i: I) Plants for Late Setting.—For late-

summer or early-fL\ll planting, which is usually a dry

time, it is very important that young plants for setting

should be removed without cuttimr or even disturlDinii

the roots. Small pots are used into whic h the roots

are induced to grow. They must not, however, be

allowed to remain until they are too compactly

rooted,—that is, pot-bound. August is generally the

best time to set pot-grown plants.

A woodcut shown in Chapter IV represents the

method of potting runners, l^ot-grown plants can be

had of most nurserymen ; or you can easily raise

them yourself by buying a number of tiny pots, filling
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them with earth, sinkin^^ them alon.^^side a new straw-
berry bed, and causing- a runner to take root in each
pot. Of course this potting- must l)e done a numl^er
of weeks before settin.tr time. To facihtate the root-

ing of a runner in a pot, press the runner sHj^^htly into
the soil in centre, and then hold it in place with
a small stone. It will soon root and fill the pot with
roots

;
then, when ready, the runner which holds it to

the parent plant should be severed and the pot lifted

from the soil and removed to the settinj^r field. There
the plants should be watered before setting.

For this late setting begin to prepare the ground
a few weeks ahead of planting time. Plow it early so
that it will have a chance to settle. Harrow or rake
it often, to keep down weeds and conserve moisture.
Then the bed will be in fine shape to receive
the plants.

Space the plants as advised under "hill system
of culture." When setting a plant, simply invert
the pot, jar the plant loose, and carefully remove
it from the pot

; then without disturbing the roots, set
the plant in the hole where it is to go and press soil

firmly around it,—being careful not to cover the crown.
Keep oft" all runners, if any form

; cultivate until
the ground freezes ; and then mulch the bed. A fair

crop of berries may be expected the following June.
As already stated I do not advocate August or

September setting in the North as a general thing.
But in a small way in the home garden, or for the
man who wasn't able to set plants in the spring, or
for those who want to get a quick test of some new
variety, the plan is sometimes worth f()llowin'^^
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In closing this subject, permit me to say that {/"all

conditions are favorable (which they seldom are), it is

possible to set strawberry plants in August without a

preliminary potting treatment. In this connection a

friend writes : "In our own garden, our land being

somewhat inchned to clay, we can take up the plants

with a round trowel with a lump of soil adhering and

thus remove them to their new quarters without loss.

Their growth will not in

the least be retarded. The
best crop we have ever

])roduced was from plants

sL't out on the nineteenth

day of August, the plat

being 250 feet long and five

rows wide. When planted

in the sjjring it requires the

best part of two seasons to

perfect a large yield, thus

losing the use of the land

for one entire season and

adding much to the labor

for so much longer a

period ; for the cost of cultivating so short a time in

hills is trilling compared with hoeing and weeding

where runners are permitted to grow."

HoTHorsE liERRiES.— P^w Commercial growers

attempt to force winter berries under glass, because

southern-grown strawberries now reach northern

markets early and cheaply. Hothouse berries must

be pollinated by h.md and it is troublesome and

expensive to grow them successfully. Pot-grown

SUA 1)1 N(. Ni;\VI.Y-SET I'LANTS
Wl 1 H ItKKKY liOXES
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plants, allowed to freeze outdoors, and later moved
indoors, are best to use. The temperature should
not be very warm at first ; increase the heat by
degrees.

Mulching.—The importance of mulching is be-

coming l^etter understood than formerly, and the

work is done with more thoroughness. Early winter

is the best time to do the work, after the ground
becomes hard enough to bear a team. Swamp hay,

straw and cut corn-fodder are all good materials for

the purpose. The plants should be covered up out of

sight during the winter, and in the spring the mulch
should be "loosened up" and only part of it

allowed to remain. The surplus can be forked into

the aisles between rows.

Late berries : A heavy mulch left on extra late

in the spring insures late berries (if you want them).

The plants must have some vent, if covered deeply,

after the weather warms up, but do not rake the mulch
off the row. For a late crop of l3erries four inches is

not too deep for tlie mulch.

Taking the mulch otf too soon is a fruitful cause
of injury from frost.

Si>RiN(; Cri/nvATi:^x.- This is a delusion and a
snare. Keep the ground of a fruiting bed moist and
mellow l)y a suital^le mulch, not by cultivation ; and
pull out i)y hand, if you wish, any weeds which
succeed in i)ushing through the mulch.

\
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Chapter Yl

THE STRAWBERRY (Concluded)

T/ie familv is entitled to a daily feast of strawberries in

season.—Harriet.

Now I'll tell you how to renovate old beds. By
old beds 1 mean any strawberry l^ed which has just

produced a crop of berries. If you run your patch

according to the hill system or any of the hedge-row

systems already mentioned, you can perhaps keep

the bed several vears to advanta'^e. Proceed thus :

The second year and each year thereafter as long as

TAKH C)NK I

the plants are fruited, as soon as the picking is over

remove the mulch and mow the leaves and rake

them into the aisles and burn them, or burn mulch
and leaves as advised in the next paragraph ; then

cultivate the same as the first year, keeping off all

(r,9)
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runners the entire season. Apply winter mulch as
before.

P^or the matted-row system, the followin;^^ pi^n is

often recommended : After fruiting time mow off the
plant leaves and tops, let them dry a day or so, rake
them into the aisles, and then set hre to dry leaves and
mulch. Choose a dry, windy day for this jol), so
that the fire will run quickly along the rows. (Note :

Some growers advocate burning the leaves and
mulch directly on the fruiting rows ; l)ut experience
has shown that the plants are thus likely to be
damaged unless all conditions are just right. It's

too iMg a risk, I Ihink.) As soon as the new growth
starts, narrow down the rows by plowing one furrow
away from each side, and tlicn cultivate the soil back
into place. Then treat the bed the same as the first

year. When it has l^orne two crops, better plow it

under and set the field to sweet corn or something
else. The finest berries generally grow on new beds.
Instead of plowing away from the rows, some growers
prefer to turn furrows from the aisles 07>rr upon the
rows, and then harrow the field lengthwise and cross-
wise sufficiently to uncover the plants and partially
level the ground.

(Generally speaking, it is better not to follow
strawberries with strawberries, if you can help it, in

the same si)ot until the soil has been "rested" or
rotated a year or so with other crops. Remember
that an old bed is a prolific breeding j)lace for
strawberry fungi and insects. A new bed each year
in a new place is usually the safest policy ; but there
are exceptions to tiiis rule.
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Insects and Diseases. - Leaf-spot, blight, rust

and mildew can all be largely controlled by early

sprayings with Bordeaux mixture. Rotation of crops

and the annual mowing and burning of each bed

after it has fruited, will usually control the crown-

borer, the leaf- roller, and similar insects
;
also, put

some arsenate of

lead in the Bor-

deaux mixture and

use the combined

spray until little

green berries Legin

to form, then stop, no blight or grubs in this patch

and resume spraying after the fruiting season is over.

White grubs (larva.^ of May beetles, or "June bugs,"

as they are sometimes called) often attack the roots

below ground, and the plant withers and dies
;
there

are no good remedies, but fall-plowing and regular

cultivation are preventives ; never plant strawberries

on ground which has been in sod within tv. o or three

years and you'll have little trouble with white grubs.

Some varieties are more liable to rust, etc., than

others, and the trouble appears to be greater in some

neighborhoods than in others. If possible, plant

varieties which are least subject to fungous troubles.

Keeping a bed only one season, rotation in planting,

and using only strong, healthy plants for setting, are

all helpful in fightmg these diseases. Remember,

Bordeaux should be api)lied early in the spring, and

ac^ain after the blossoms fall. For the newly-set bed

apply as often as there is any sign of rust.

Root hce often appear in great numbers, feeding
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on the roots of the plants, l^lants received from
nurseries should always be examined, and if hce are
on them, they should be dipped in kerosene emulsion

It is best to be watchful of all destructive insects
and uhere any of them are very troublesome, chanoe
plants and ground, burn the l^ed over after fruitin-
and plow down. "^

Othkk Pksts.—Moles in their search for white
grubs, often Innrow along a row of plants and
damage them l^y heaving them up. One or two mole
traps, for sale Ijy seedsmen and implement dealers
will prcN ent this trouble if it l^eccmies serious The
moles, however, are doing you a good turn in one
way -they eat the grubs.

Robins and other birds take their toll from the
berry patch, but on large helds the proportion of loss
caused by them is so small that commercial -lowers
disregard it. -remembering the great good these
same l)nds do in the way of destmving insects. On
a small patch, though, the damage from birds is
sometimes serious enough to warrant special meas-
ures. Cheap mosquito-netting might be spread over
a small patch

;
or around currant bushes. I know of

one stiau berry lover who screens in quite a fair-si/ed
bed of strawberries

; he uses wire poultrv-nettin<r
supported, top and sides, six feet high, and leaves the
netting there permanently. Another grower uses
cotton netting placed al(,ng the rows and removes it
when the pickers are at work.

Hens are a pest in the berry field at fruiting time-
keep them out.

Toads are friends of the gardener, because of the
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many insects they devour. Never kill or drive away

a toad. Lady-bugs, or lady-birds, are friends, too;

they eat the tiny lice that suck a ])lant's juices.

Hees are beneficial, for they help the pollination

of ])loss()ms.

Frost injury : A heavy frost when the vines are

in l^lossom is often a serious thing to the grower.

Smudge fires— and the resulting smoke may sa\e a

berry patch. Some growers mix coal-tar with saw-

dust and old straw, and put the mixture in heaps

around the patch, in readiness for an emergency.

Other growers l^urn crude oil in iron pots sold for

that purpose. Sj)rinkling or irrigating a patch wlien

frost threatens, will sometimes sa\e it Or it may
be saved by forking the straw mulcli from tlie aisles

over on to the vines, — lea\ ing it there for a few hours

or a day or two.

VARii:rii:s.—Some growers make no distinction

between the varieties intended for market purjjoses

and those for the family to use ; nevertheless, I

l^elieve that different sorts for each purpose might

advantageously be selected, because it is not always

the sweetest berry that will yield the greatest numl)er

of quarts, nor carry to market in tlie most salal)le

condition. On the other hand, the variety that is

most desiral)le for tlie family to feast on may be a

light yielder. and ])eihaps of poor color and soft in

texture. lUivers in tlie towns are attracted b\ size,

color and freshness, and are notxery particular about

the fiaxor; while for the folks at home nothing is too

good for them. A large number of varieties that

ha\ e high merit as home fruit will not carry to
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market in good order, and should not be placed in
the market list. However, there are some varieties
which are well suited for both home and market.

"The strawberry plant," says a veteran grower,
"indicates by its leaf what is the shade of color, size,'

shape and quality of the Ijerry. The lighter the color of
the leaf, the lighter you will find the color of the berry;
the darker the leaf, the darker the berry. The leaf
also indicates the size of the berry. An irregular
berry is indicated by an irregular leaf, a round berry
by a round leaf, a long berry by a long leaf. Leaves
on the same plant will vary considerably, no two
are ahke, but their general form will be the same.
Also the relative productix eness of different \ arieties
of strawberries can be told by the number of serra-
tures, or saw teeth, on the leaf. The greater the
number of serratures the greater the number of berries
that will be produced on an individual plant."

Do varieties "run out "
? lor my own part 1 do

not believe that \arieties will run out if proper
intelligence is given to their propagation by runners
and to their after culture. Carelessness and igno-
rance on the part of the growers, and entcr|)rise in
those who ha\ e made it their duty to introduce new
varieties, are the main causes of strawberry deteriora-
tion

;
or. they run out because plant nurserymen

cease to sell them, and because im|)rovement is the
order of the day, and new and better kinds are
discovered or propagated. One of the greatest
errors made by strawberr)- growers is the discarding
of valual)le kinds before they give them a fair trial

und learn just what treatment is Ijcst for them, to
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take up with some new and costly variety, which, in

due time, will go out in the same manner, perhaps

being inferior in every w^ay to the old sorts. In this

way many have already discarded that wonderful

berry, the Candy, which succeeds admirably where

brains are applied to its cuUure, and the required

conditions of a crop are complied with.

HOW DO YOU LIKE THESK? ONLY TWELVE IN A gUAKT HUX

Tkeeding up varieties : Plants, like animals,

may be bred up to a higher efficiency by a careful

and systematic selection of parents. By always

taking for setting purposes the best and strongest

plants, you can in a few years improve the general

vigor of almost any variety. Vhe same thing is done

with corn, or potatoes, or other things.

Producing new kinds : As a rule, new varieties

are accidents or "sports" found among seedhng
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plants. A few enthusiastic horticulturists ^rrow
experimental beds of plants from strawberry seeds
each year, hoping to find a seedling which has
superior merit. (Generally their hopes are not
rewarded, for most seedlings are inferior to their
parents

;
but, once in a great while, a lucky find is

made and a new variety appears on the market.
Expert horticulturists sometimes succeed in producing
new kinds of more or less merit, by artificially cross"^-

fertilizing the blossoms of two selected varieties
of opposite sex kept by themselves (using a camel's-
hair brush to transfer the i)()llcn), and later planting
the resuhing seeds from the female or pistillate
variety and choosing the most i)romising |)lants
therefrom. Seeds should be thoroughly dried and
cured, and may be planted in the fall.

••What variety shall 1 plant?" Hundreds of
growers ask this question every year, and, unfortu-
nately, no correct general answer is possible

; for
each locality, soil or climate is a law unto itself. A
variety which does well in one place, may not do so
well in another; and. also, some localities and
markets |)rcfer certain kinds of berries. Therefore,
to answer the foregoing question in the most helpful
manner, 1 have written to strawberry growers in
various states and asked them to give a brief list of
the best kinds for general use in their locality. Their
answers follow, arranged by states, and with a star in
front of such varieties as are considered by the
writers as being especially suitable for strictly market
or shipping purposes; "P" means pistillate, and
" S " staminate

:
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Arkansas: The following varieties of strawberries are

commonly planted in this section : -••Aroma (S), -'• Haverland

(P), Michel's Early (S), "^nVilliam Belt (S), Crescent (P),

Klondike (S), * Texas {6), Jessie (S), Lady Thompson (S).

These do well here, but occasionally the fruit is killed by the late

frosts. It seems that the late varieties are here as liable to

this as the early ones. Last season we had a killing frost on

the ist of May which almost entirely destroyed late varieties.

Michel's Early always has some berries. The period of

blooming is more extended than most varieties. Texas is also

an early berry that is given to this, and it bore two crops here

two years ago. However, the same season we also had an

early and a partial late crop of Michel's Early. Aroma is my
favorite late berry ; being very firm it is an excellent shipper;

and the berries of the last picking are often as nice as the first.

Klondike and Texas have quite a name here ; many are

setting these varieties and doing away with Michel's iCarly

and oiher smaller-sized berries.— E. H. Hall.
California: Hrandywine (S) and Arizona ICver-bearing (S),

are mentioned favorably in a list sent in by E. J. WlCKSON.
Florida: The best are •''Excelsior (S) and ••Lady

Thompson (S). They bear fruit four to six months.—

Reasoner Bro.s.

Iowa: *C)andy (S), Haverland (P), ^Senator Dunlap

(S), *Warfield (P). Parker Earle (S), Bederwood (S),

* Crescent (P).—George W. SiEi'HENS.

Kentucky : Warfield (P). Bubach (P). Brandywine (S),

*Gandy (S), * Aroma (S).—Thomas (}. ElLKERSoN.
Maryland :

•' Bubach ( 1'), Brandywine (S), * Gandy (S),

* Warfield (P).—Roy Bobef.
Michigan: * Pride of Michigan (S). ^^Senator Dunlap

(S), *Warfield (P). * Brandywine (S), :': Haverland (P),

* Sample (P). Climax (S), Enormous (P), Texas (S),

Michel's Early (S). The last four varieties mentioned are

early kinds and are not so popular as the six later kinds first

given, owing to the fact that in northern sections late spring

frosts are liable to affect early blossoms. In localities farther

south the demand for the early varieties would doubtless rise

above the most popular of the medium and late varieties.—

W. H. BURKE.
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Minnesota: The two leading varieties here are * War-
field (F) and * Senator Dunlap (S). Other kinds do well
but are not so prolific.—E. D. FlSKK.

Missouri
: I have grown thirty-three different varieties of

strawberries in the last ten years for market, and this is my
latest list : -^ Michel's Early (S) and * Excelsior (S) for early;
* Warfield (P), * Senator Dunlap (S) and -'-Crescent (P) for
medium; •'• Aroma (S) and * Gandy (S) for late.—A. L. Smith,

New York (Long Island): We are now in the midst of
a big number of tests. So far * Wm. Belt (S) seems to be far
and away ahead of everything else. A close second is the
* Pride of Michigan (S). * Marshall (S) does exceedingly
well with us, and is the most popular with the commercial
grower. The high-class trade that seeks Long Island i:)ro-

ducts does not care for Bubach (P) or Gandy (S). Nick
Ol.mer (S) is grown to a large extent and is a good one.
Sharpless yields big and fine-looking hollow mockeries. It is

down and out practically all over the Island. Aroma (S) lias

been but little expermiented with, but promises well, and
seems to be destined to be a favorite. Bederwood (S), like

most early fellows, is hardly worth while here. We find

that the so-called mid-season berries come in so close to the
extra-early of other territories that I don't think any of the
extra-early poor-(juality berries will ever get much of a
hold with us.— H. B. Fi;llp:rt()N.

North Carolina: Bubach (P), Climax (S), Excelsior (S),

Gandy (S), Lady Thompson (S), Nick Ohmer (S).—
W. N. HUTT.

Pennsylvania : Farm Journal's favorite list for this state

is as follows : * President *(P), * Wm. Belt (S), '''Gandy (S),
* Sample (P), ^Nick Ohmer (S), •'' Haverland (I^.

Texas: 'Excelsior (S), •••Klondike (S), * Lady
Thompson (S), Aroma (S). These varieties ripen in the order
given. Generally speakmg, this country recjuires varieties of
berries that can stand extreme drought and sudden changes
of temperature.—J. K. FiTZCJERALD.

Wisconsin: ''''Warfield (P), -••Senator Dunlap (S),
* Gandy (S), '•Sample (P;, Haverland (P). Bederwood (S).

—J. L. Herbst.
Other varieties : Besides the well-known kinds mentioned
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by the foregoing list of correspondents, there are some others

that are worthy of mention here. Among these are the

following: Clyde (S), Lovett (S), Tennessee Prolific (S),

Ridgeway (S), Glen Mary (S), New York (S), Rough Rider

(S), Chesapeake (S), Gov. Fort (S).

Order of ripening : A well-known Michigan grower

furnishes the following list, embracing nearly all of the

standard kinds

:

EXTRA EARLY
Excelsior (S)

Climax (S)

Michel's Early (S)

Texas (S)

MEDIUM
Lady Thompson (S)

Ridgeway (S)

(ilen Mary (S)

Wm. Belt'(S)

Klondike (S)

Nick Ohmer (S)

New York (S)

Senator Dunlap (S)

Haverland (P)

Enormous ( P)

President ( P)

EARLY
Bederwood (S)

Clyde (S)

Lovett (S)

Tennessee Prolific (S)

Crescent ( P)
Warfield(P)

LATE
Aroma (S)

Pride of .Michigan (S)

Brandywine (S)

Gandy (S)

Marshall (S)

ParlM>r Earle (S)

Rough Rider (S)

Bubach (P)

Sample ( P)

Fall-bearing varieties : Several kinds of strawberries have

shown an ability to bear fruit in the late summer or fall months.

Pan-American (S) and Autumn (P) are the best known
of these kinds. If a berry grower will plant these varieties,

give them the same culture as other kinds, and then keep off

all blossoms until about August ist or even later, he may
hope to obtain a satisfactory crop of fall berries. Permit me
to say, however, that Pan-American makes very few runners,

and therefore the supply of this variety is limited and rather

high-priced. Autumn is a better plant maker, but being a new
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variety, the plants are expensive. Owing to the flood of
other fruits in the fall. I am inclined to doubt, from a market
standpoint, the desirability of fna/iy fall-grown strawberries.
In a small way, or as a curiosity, they are all right. Some
growers propagate Pan-American plants by division of the
crowns in early spring, and in this way partially make up for
the lack of runners. Americus and Francis are in the class of
promising new fall-bearing varieties.

Ever-bearing strawberries : The foregoing varieties pro-
duce berries from June until frost, with perhaps a pause now
and then. The late crop, however, is apt to be smaller than
the early crop, hence the advisability of keeping off all earlv
blossoms if you want a good fa/i crop.

New varieties: Jhe old proverb savs, "Try all things
and hold fast to tl at which is good." And the idea is sound.
But you should not waste much money or space or time on the
"trying "—let the State E.xperiment Stations do that, and then
you read their reports. It is all right for the average
strawberry grower to try ix fe7o novelties each year, but for
the mam crop he should bear down hard on standard, time-
tested kinds. There is great activity among berrvmen to
originate and introduce new seedlings, and I am glad that it
IS so, for this is a worthy work and must result in great good
If they will but give us one varietv of merit annually their
enterprise will be justified and they will deserve the thanks of
their generation, so I wish them abundant success in their
endeavor. In this book, however, I have not attempted to
list the many newer varieties which have very lately come
upon the market. A few of them, doubtless, have merit, and
in time they may perhaps replace some of the kinds that arenow considered standards—just as the old Wilson aud Sharp-
less have been replaced by later introductions.

" Freaks "
: I call a " white strawberry ' a freak—don't

you ? And who wants freaks, anvhow ? Also a " white black-
berry " is a freak. I object to such reversals of nature's
colors, just as I would object to pink bluebirds or black snow.
Such tilings can serve no useful purpose.

I
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THE RASPBERRY

Thorns are Dame Nature's needles, and raspberries are her
thimbles.—Dorothy Tucker.

Havin^,^ devoted a fair portion of this book to the

strawberry, 1 now come to the other small fruits,

—

fruits of great economic importance, for, with the

strawberry, they form an unbroken succession of

highly palatable and wholesome food during the

entire summer, and are quick sellers in the markets.
Referring to my garden diaries of past years I

find that the strawberry season, in my individual

case, extends from May 26 to July 3, the raspberry
season from June 27 to July 21, the dewberry season
from July 4 to July 20, the blackberry season from
July 16 to August 22, and that I cut grapes for

market sometimes as early as August 20. This
shows how one fruit overlaps the season of its

successor.

These dates are not extreme, even for my own
neighborhood, for somebody with especially favored
location is sure to ha\ e berries sooner or later than I

can produce them. One neighbor, for instance, has
strawberries a week after mine are done bearintr. on
account of his situation on a northward-sloping hill-

side. The quoted dates are merely suggestive.

The raspberry occupies an important place in the
succession of small fruits, and there would be a

(71)
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serious break without it. Its culture is easy. It is a
sure cropper under -ood treatment, excellent as a
table fruit after strawberries are gone, and sells well
in the markets.

Soil. - In setting out a raspberry patch it is well
to select a deep, loamy, well-drained soil, and to en-
rich It properly. Blackcaps require richer, heavier
soil than red varieties. Too nmch stable manure
causes the reds to go "too much to canes."

Proi'AGAtiox.-To get a start, buy plants of
a nurseryman

;
or propagate from an old patch as

follows
: New plants of the red raspberry may be

Jt'^i^
obtained by dig-

^^^f-J^'^*- .

^'"^ ^^^ lai-ger vig-

"^^jj^^.-. .-. orous roots and
cutting in pieces
two or three inches
in length, accor-

ding to their size;

CUTHBBRTS ARE POPUI.AK HVEKVVVHHRH
^^^ Smaller thc rOOt

the longer It should
be cut. Cut the roots in the fall and store in boxes
of sand placed in a dry, cool cellar until spring.
As soon as the ground can be properly prepared
scatter the root pieces thinly in furrows and cover
with two inches of light, loamy s(,il. Choose a moist
partially-shaded situation, keep clean and free from
weeds, and by fall you will have a good supply of
strong, healthy plants for early spring settin- (for
the North 1 favor spring setting). An easier way is
to dig suckers or sprouts that come up alon- or
between the rows, being sure to secure with each
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sprout a short portion of the cross root from which it

grew
;
dig and set these in permanent rows in the

early spring. Much of this digging, however, hurts
a patch.

Blackcap raspberries do not sucker from the roots
and are propagated differently. Toward autumn
when blackcap tips bend down near the ground, new
plants can be easily started. Bend down and bury
each tip a few inches beneath the ground, holding it

in place by pegs, a stone, or the weight of a little

heaped-up soil. Most of the tips, if not disturbed,
will take root and form nice plants by next sprin^'^

; at
which time the parent canes can be severed a few
inches from the new plants, and the latter can then
be dug up and set out wherever desired.

PLANTiNCi.— Red raspberry rows for horse culti-

vation are usually made about six feet apart, plants
spaced about two feet apart in the row (3,630 to the
acre). The plants sucker and run together in the

^ row in a year or two, until

there is a continuous hedge-
row about a foot wide; plants
which come up outside of this,

or feeble or surplus plants,

should be treated like weeds.
For small garden or hoe culti-

vation the rows might be a
little closer together— say five

feet.

Blackcaps for horse culti-

PLANTiNGKEUHAsPHEKK.Rs-^'''^*^^" may be Set in six-foot

ROWS ABOUT SIX FEKT APART TOWS, a])out twoand one-half
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feet apart between plants. Or they may be set «: x cand cultivated both ways if the rows are straight in
each direction (1,742 plants to the acre). As black-
caps do not sucker, the hills will "stay put."

As to the de]3th to set raspberry plants. I shall
simply say : Set them
only a trifle deeper
than they were before
diuoino-.

Cultivation. —This
should be«^in in early
sprin<.,r a n d continue,
say at ten-day intervals,

until about the ist of
Au<;ust, when all culti-

\ati()n should cease so
as to allow the canes
to stop ^rowin*( and
iiarden up for the win-
ter. Later cultivation

\voiild mean later
growth, more tender
< anes, and g^rcater like-

lihood of winter-killincr

A mulch at fruitin,L,r

time is sometimes help-

THE RASPBERRY
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ful and practicable in a small patch.
A cover crop is sometimes sown at the last culti-

vation, for turnin- under in early sprin^r 'Phis is
often a good idea. Crimson clover, winter vetch
rye, oats, etc

, are used for this purpose.
Do not plow the ground, after the raspberry
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plants are set, deeper than three inches
; cultivate

about two inches deep
; hand-hoe l^etween plants

where the cultivator can not go.

Do not let plants produce fruit the first season
; a

small crop may be expected the following year ;' a
full crop the third year.

MuLCHiN(i.—A grower in New York state has
this to say on this subject: "1 wish to call your
attention to the advantages of a system of mulch
treatment over that of cultivation in the care of rasp-
berries, etc. For many years 1 have depended on
heavy mulch alone, applying coarse, strawy manure,
refuse from the lawn and garden, etc.. for that pur-
pose, to a depth sufficient to keep down growth of
grass and weeds around the bushes, and with the
most satisfactory results. The yield and size of fruit are
increased, especially in a dry season, and the length
of profitalile, bearing age is also considerably extended
by this method. I have had individual plants
continue to produce heavy crops of fruit for ten or
more consecutive years when thus treated. Try it

and be convinced of its merits."

Remarks
: This mulch method may be satis-

factory in some cases, but in most cases 1 l^elieve
that cultivation is better than mulching. Constant
mulching means a harboring jjlace for insects and
fungi. A mulch at fruititio^ time, however, is an
excellent thing in combination with early cultivation.

Pruning.—The first year, none. After that, cut
out, close to the ground, all old canes each summer
as soon as they ha7>efruited. At the same time cut
out surplus canes, when the rows or hills get too
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go throMoh the patch ...ai;
; cut out ' h'?"''or winter-killed canes or l,r,n,.L,

'*'''^"

canes to fot„ or five feet ad '"'off "iT
""""'"^^

of the tips of lon, side-sho., s ^ '/:'th?N '[fth.s secondary pruning should no be done i^ thJf Sor wnter.) Kake up and burn all brush Th^ ,S
^^^^

-^-^^.^^a=fcvj) J^^^'"^".^' tools to

FIG. I
^>=^ use are a ]onu-

(Fig. .) with which to cut off . ^''"f'"^
^""^

i lua consists or ninrhin<r A^fTfi-.^ *• i
^

canes when they ar^ nol'^^rfttVT^^t: 'itr^^the idea beino to malf- tu^
^i^""—

self-supporting wUh ll""/"i:::'^''^ ^"' "'"'''

branches. This method has "^'^^^i^W^^-/
lT':';!'^='"'',''"-dvnnta,es; -^^==.4)'l^
some ^rrovvers favor it, while
n.any others condemn it and say that it ftoo much late tender <rr, ,i

"'^^" causes

North. ,t seem";?::.frbe t^^t-hr
f
' '" "-

blackberries, than w.th red r^::^J''''^'=^'>'
-'^

Should :: rd^raizsi^^-sr/---
quae common to stnn, sto^t wir:"!;'*:U^

I

I
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from end posts, either iisin^^ double wires or tying
the canes to a single wire.

LxsECTS AND DisKASES.—C a n e -b o re rs
,

gall-

beetles, tree crickets and similar insects that infest

raspberry canes are
difficult to combat with

sprays
; however, the

prompt cutting out and
burning of old, dead
and infested canes will

usually keep these
enemies in check. X
little worm, the larva

of a black sau-th,

sometimes feeds upon
the leaves; hellebore or

arsenate of lead sprays

will kill it. Anthracnose (purplish or scabby patches
on the canes) is a fungous trouble

; spray with the
Bordeaux mixture and promptly destroy canes after
fruiting. Red rust (powdery, orange-red places on
leaves, etc.) is a very common trouble; dig out in-

fested plants— root and branch—whenever seen, and
burn

;
be careful not to scatter the dust on healthy

bushes; early sprayings with Bordeaux mav help a
little.

After-Cark. —Annually the ground should be fer-

tilized with well-rotted stable manure, applied along
the rows, supplemented with a generous application of
ground bone and wood ashes or ground bone and
muriate of potash. The ground bone may be as
much as 600 pounds to the acre, and the muriate of

THI.>i; KASlllKKKV CANKS Wl.KE
PKUNIiU KUaiT ANO NEEO

NO SUPPORTS

COLOR PLATE
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potash 200 pounds to the irrf- ;« ^^.
sfiihl^ ,.. ..

^' ^" addition to thesuaoje manure \i fni ,», <^u

espeSlrirr cTse of'"
^^^^ -^^''--es, and

more or Jess en<le it

"' '"'"'"' "'^''^^ '"«

protect the c^nes ^ Hn
' tL~:""rH '""'^^ '°

done by ,end.n, the.^ 'd,!::" „. he^
^

".td'coverin^r them uiih ^nil i? ,

^^"*^

straighten the canes n
.',""' '^' '=°^'"""« ""^

starts.
" ^'"'y 'P""«f before growth

YiELi)._ln reply to the question, "Whit do v«„constder a fair average yidd per ace' ' f havefigures from hfty-eight gnnvers, says F W CardComputing the average fro,„ ,11 these renhetaccurately as possible, 1 have for theTnswe ' '

o!quarts, orncarly seventy-eight bushe s "er iZ'

mesa two are extensive commercial growers.
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Varieties.—There are three types of raspberries

— red, l^lack and purple. The yellow forms belong
with the reds, and have been derived from them.
The reds have a wider range of soil and climate

than the blacks. The blackcaps are now largely

grown for canning and evaporating. For table use

the reds are in most demand. The followinir su^j^es-

tions about the most popular varieties in different

states, have been sent to me by various correspon-

dents. Stars designate the kinds most preferred

by market growers. "R" means red, "B" means
blackcap.

Arkansas: The Kansas {l^) does well on well-drained
soils. The Turner (R) does well on my land, and brings a
fancy price, but as the berries are very soft it is ditftcult to get
them shipped in good shape.— E. H. Ham,,

California : Cuthbert (R) is the most popular variety,

says K. J. WlCKSuN.

Florida : Raspberries do not do well in Florida, writes a
Southern correspondent.

Iowa: * Cumberland (B), -Gregg (B). Kansas (B;,

Cuthbert (R), * Loudon (R).— List furnished by Geo. W.
Stethkivs.

Kentucky: Cuthbert (R) is the only variety recommended
by Thomas G. Fulkerson.

Maryland: Cumberland (B). Kansas (B). * Gregg (B).

Cuthbert (R).— List sent in by R(jY BoHET.

Michigan: * Cuthbert (R),-Gregjr (B). Cumberland
(B) and Ohio (B).—W. H. Burkes list.

Minnesota : King (R) and Loudon (R) are E. D.
FiSKE's favorites.

Missouri : I grow only blackcap raspberries—Kansas and
Gregg —A. L. SMITH.
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New York (Long Island): Of the black raspberries wefind wo vaneties which stand .o far ahead of all oCrs und^rour clima.,c conditions that we recomtnend nothing else Theleader is Cumberland, and a close second is Mungc-r In flavorand s,ze Cumberlan.l easily leads. In yield Mutter aooelrsto beat the Cumberla,>d. but it is only in appearance H,,great s,3e of the Cumberland eas.ly t/akesTfor tl'larl ^number of berr.es the Munger produces. In red raspberLwe And Cuthbert leads all the rest.-F. B. FuLLERroN

be th'r:,',r hi ti;^;;:^^.*'^^
'-' *^-"""-' ^^^ -m to

Wisconsin
: *Gre'T"- CR^ -j' K"Jn,r / 1>\ r- .\x ,^

furnished by J . L. HM„sr "^ ' ''
'""''"''-"

<
^^-^''

Yellow varieties: There is one yellow raspberry well worthra,smg. inanaly because it sets off so bcautifu ly a d^sh of eid Irthe black or the red varieties. This is the Gold<^? n^l^,which with us IS the best; when thoroughly ripe it isevcecdl,!^ly good in flavor, but is not quite so sweei as'^either tl e bhcl;or the red.-H. 13. Fullerton. (Note: This varietv ispropagated, pruned and grown in the same manner as the redraspberry.— J. B.) "

h«,
."'"'"

l^'f""
' ^''^"" '-'""^ Columbian are the twobest-known kinds. "

Propagation and culturc'the same as for blackcaps. Purpleraspberries are no, generally popular in market, owing to theirunattractive color; but they are sometimes planted for homeuse or cannnig. ^
* uuine

Other kinds: Besides the standard varieties alreadvmentioned m this chapter, there are a host of others ofdSdegrees of merit among which are : Marlboro (R) Miller(R). Brandywine (R), Conrath (B).
^

I have not space to mention the many new kinds whichhave not yet been thoroughly tested. Doubtless some ofThemmay some day be counted among the " standards."

Chapter VIII

THE BLACK liKRRY

There is no bush fruit which is capable of yieldinp- greater
pro/it.— Proi. L. H. Bailey.

While anyl^ody may ^^rovv blackberries, nol)ody
should do so who does not intend to take care of them,
for a neglected blackberry patch is as much of a
wilderness as a piece of wild thicket land. Besides,
disease hostile to good berries lurks in decaying canes
and dead leaves. The patch must l)e pruned, cleaned,
cultivated, and kept in good order.

The blackberry has a

true place and a high place

in the list of small fruits, for

if picked only when fully ripe

it is a grand table berry, and
if grown properly the yield

per acre may reach 250 to

300 bushels, which means
anywhere from $1 50 to ^300.
An average yield of black-

berries, however, is said to

be 3,158 cjuarts, or about
ninety-eight l)ushels.

Blackberries are adaptable to many soils, but do
best in a deep, mellow loam, al)undantly supplied
with humus. They will, however, thrive on soil that
is too light, dry and poor for raspberries or straw-

(81)

ELDOKADO BLACK BKRRV
(< )ne-half size)
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bemes but they do not like -wet feet," and appre-ciate a fa.r amount of fertilizers. Too much staWemanure (or nitrogen) is not advisable, a tends tomake too rank a ,.owth of canes. A little n trtenand cons,de,-able potash and bone meal make anTdea"food supply for blackberries

^K^ni leet apait in rows, plants

#^\V ^I^'^^^d ^-^boiit two feet apart inm An> the row (2,722 to the acre). For

r \.J^\ ''"'''" ^'''''''^^" '''' ^""^ cultivation
the rows micrht be a httle closer
to<,rether.

The plants, as do red rasp-
berries, sucker and run together
in the row in a year or two •

until there is a continuous
hed^re-row a])out fifteen inches
^vKle. Plants which come up
outside of this should be de-
stroyed uith the hoe or culti-
vator.

Cultivation, I'ki-.m.n,;, Diskasks, KTc.-Readthe
d.rectK.ns for red raspl,erry culture .^Ln

"
LP.c.d,n. chapter, blackberry pests.-'culturc, ct^

Some blackberry growers stretch a wire alon>r the

«„« '"' ti I" 'r
"''"' "^•^ «"""''• '" " hich the

the other (sec P,g. ,), ,he long canes being tied and

DIG(;iN(; A nr.ACKHHRKY
PLANT FOK NKAK-HY

SRTTIN(;

FIG. I
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treated like grape-vines. Or, the two wires may be
placed side by side, say three feet above ground, and
the canes required to stand
between the wires. Large
areas of canes are seldom
supported in any way; and,
generally speaking, I do not
think it is necessary in any case if the pruning is
properly done.

The blackberry patch should last for a score of
years, and more trouble and expense are therefore
warranted than in the case of a transient crop like
strawberries. The end in view in blackberry culture
is to keep the ground under good tillage

; to keep the
rows clear of dead-wood and trash

; and to facilitate
the gathering of the crop. The work of pinching back
or nipping (see Chapter VII) the growing canes, if
done at all, is more easily performed if the rows' of
canes are kept narrow and compact.

It is essential to harden the young wood by ceas-
ing culture in August. The cultivator should run
frequently and regularly during the spring and early
summer.

In my latitude the last cultivation will occur about
August 20th to 25th, after which no more encourage-
ment should be given the canes in the direction^)f
growth. The entire autumn is thus given for matur-
ing the wood made by the young canes, and my
canes seldom suffer from winter killing.

Hardy varieties are preferable to those which are
tender

;
but where the necessity for winter protection

exists it is easy to remove the earth from one side of
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a bush or bunch of canes, force the canes over into a
rechnin^ position, and cover them with soil. Where

this is done the canes
must be hberated in

early sprino-, as soon as
danger of severe freez-

ing is over.

As to growing sup-
plementary or what are
called hoed crops in

young plantations of
raspberries and black-
berries, the question is

one for the individual

operator to decide. It

will perhaps do no harm
to put in a row of some-
thing in the middle of
the space l)etween the
rows of berries, but this

cropping should be
done only theyf/'9/ year.

SPRING PRUNING SH..I LD hk DONE
BEFORE LEAVES ARE FULLY OUT.
THIS MAN IS A LITTLE LATE.

after which time the canes and their roots should
have all the space in the rows and aisles.

Estimate of Expense.— In a cold climate where
canes must be protected in winter, the following
estimate for one acre of blackberries was made afte'^
many years' experience on the "Thayer Fruit Farms"
and indicates methods adopted in Wisconsin :
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Plowing land ^ j ^^
Harrowing, 4 times 2.00
Marking and laying out j 00
I^lants 30^00
Setting plants ^ cx)

Cultivating, 15 times 7 cq
Hoeing, 3 times 0.75
Manure, 20 loads for mulching 15.00
Covering plants, for winter 2.50

Total expense, first year <j68.25

Removing covering 2. so
Cultivating, 15 times 7 cq
Hoeing, 3 times 07-
Plants, and resetting missing hills 8.75
Nipping and i)runmg 2.50
Mulching and manure 25.00
Posts for support, 62 ^ 00
Stakes for sup|)ort of vines, 300 6.00
Wires for support, 300 pounds No. 12 . . 9.00
Labor on support 071-
Laying and covering for winter 5,00
Use of tools .Qf^

Total expense for two years $150.00

Varieties.—The following kinds are favorably
mentioned by correspondents in different states.
A star means 'specially adapted for market pur-
poses

'

'

:

California: Crandall, Lawton, Kittatinny. Himalavan— K. J. WiCKSON's list.

Indiana: In 1883 we planted one-third ofan acre in three
varieties,—Early Harvest, Ancient Briton and Collins. The
ground was well cultivated for several years. After plants
were well established, all that was done was to remove all old
wood and rubbish and occasionally mulch the ground. From
1887 till now this patch has given greater net returns than any
fruu ground we have. In 1907 this twenty-four-year-old patch
out-yielded all preceding years to so great an extent as to
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border on the wonderful. We picked the first berries from

pickings until September ,st, a period of fifty-four days OnSeptember ist we gathered a few quarts of Ear y Harvest

Tur Z'e'" ;r'''
''ng of l>earers over all other var"ti Ion

Total receipts
^Commission

.

.__ 12.80

Paid pickers
^"^^''

^'^^^^^^P^^ .'.V.V.^^

of thl^' 1

'?'''"
r^'

unusually moist, which kept up the vieor01 the plants to the la«ii \t !.,• ^ vigor

«2oo Th. n . .

''' '*'"'' ^" ^^^^ ^^'""Id "ct about
^290. Ihe next season (1908) was unusually drv and so the

c;:L7b:.;r-rn: -^^ '-- -^^ «- -- '-

.indtT^nylTa^^le^rBr:/^-"^™-- ^^ '^
Kentucky: Tlios G Fn k'lruci^KT

kind-lCarly iiarvest
' ^KErson mentions only one

Maryland: * Illinois, Earlv Harvest anH c„ j
list favored by Roy Bobkt "^ ^">"^" " '^e

^^^^Michigan: Snyder, Erie and Rathbun, says W. H.

.ean'onT d' FiSKr""'
'''''°" """' ^"^^" =*- "- f-ori.e

Har^nh:L^x::;:er-e:;r:oS--.r^
is^a good berry if you are willing to fighVrrust-A.'T!

New York (Long Island): Eldorido RothK . ._

old I awton are "nip and .J.-n:':t^,^^^ ''"' ">^

Ohio: Kldorado and Erie.
Texas: * McDonald, * Dallas. Early Harvest T .^.

Wisconsin
: * Ancient Briton and Eldorado.-J. J.. H.
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CUMBERLAND

BLACK NAPLES CURRANT

OHIO
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Chapter IX

THE DEWBERRY

Too rambling to suit me, but a splendid berry.—Tim.

The dewberry is distinguished from the black-
berry chiefly by its traihng hal^it, says J. Troop, of
Indiana, and its method ofpropagatingby tips instead
of suckers. It is found growing wild in many parts
of the country in woods and fields that have been
more or less neglected.

The fruit, however, of

these wild forms is gen-
erally too small and too

poor in quality to make
it at all desirable for

cultivation.

The dewl)errv's
chief value lies in its

season of ripening,
which is just between
raspberries and Ijlack-

berries.

Cultivation.—Dew-
berries are cultivated

about the same as
blackberries, except in

the matter of training the vines. On good moist soil
the canes will often make a growth of ten feet or
more in a single season. Even on poor, light soil.

At IIK l'L()\VIN(; AM) llAKKOVVlNt.,
IfSli THi: HOH
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dewberries grow remarkably well. The canes may
be trained to stakes or wire trellises

; or they may be
heavily mulched with clean straw, in order to protect
the fruit, and allowed to run at will. Ihe latter
method will require much more room, and is not so
satisfactory as tying to stakes, when it comes to pick-

ing the fruit. Theoldfruitino-

canes will need to ])e cut out

each season, and the young
ones cut back quite severely

in order to get the best

results.

Allow only four or five

canes to grow in each hill.

For the home garden, a
dozen plants should furnish

all the fruit an averaije

family will require.

A Maryland grower cul-

tivates forty acres of this
fruit, and one year sent 45.000 quarts to market.
He began picking June 20th and ceased July 12th,
covering a period of more than three weeks, and
reaching the market well in advance of the main crop
of blackberries

;
and he profited accordingly. He

feeds his land well, and puts it in good mechanical
condition. He sets the young plants (rooted tips,
obtained in the same way as blackcap raspberry
plants) three feet apart in rows six feet apart. This
requires 2,420 plants to the acre. The vines are not
tied up the first year, but are simply kept well cul-

TYING UP DHWI}El<i<lh^,—i.NE
VINE TO A STAKE

I
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A MAKYLANl) METHOD OF 1 RAINING
OEWIJEKKIES

tivated and allowed to run. Early the following

spring stout stakes are driven along the rows in such

a manner that two plants may be tied to each stake;

that is, there are just half as many stakes as plants,

the stake standing midway between two plants. The
stakes are about three feet high, after being driven
into their places, and the vines are stretched straight

and tied only to the top of the stake. Each pair of

vines occupies an
A-shaped position

(see photo-engrav-

ing). This is the

bearing wood of
the year. The new
growth of the sea-

son is allowed to

scramble upon the ground in its own natural way.
When the crop is off, soon after the middle of July,

the old wood is removed, and the strength of the
vines thrown into the new growth. The patch is cul-

tivated and cleared of weeds, and made ready for a
repetition of operations the following season.

1 have measured dewberries that were nearly one
and one-half inches long. The vines are very
thorny, and he who works among them should pro-
tect his hands with leather gloves.

Yield.—A dewberry plantation will last a good
many years, and does not reach its best production
until three or four years old. The yield varies greatly
from year to year and in different localities. From
forty to sixty bushels per acre is perhaps a fair

average. Sometimes the blossoms fail to set fruit
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satisfactorily, which failure is probably caused by
lack of proper pollination

; this may be overcome
by planting several varieties together in alternate
rows.

Winter Protection.— In the North, where the
winters are severe, the vines should l)e laid down in

the late fall and
covered with earth

until early spring.

Insects and
Diseases.— See
Raspberry and
Blackberry.

Varieties. —
Lucretia is the kind
which seems to be
best liked nearly

everywhere. Cor-
respondents in a number of states speak favorably of
it. Austin is another good variety, which originated
in Texas and is largely grown there

; it does well in
Maryland and elsewhere.

DEWHKRKY I'H KHKS SHOULD PROTECT
THEIR HANDS WITH FINGERLESS

M:Ariii:R (.loves

V
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Chapter X

CURRANTS AND GOOSEBERRIES

FaYi

Give them Just twice as much manure as you think they need.

Currants and gooseberries thrive under a wide
range of conditions, but do best when planted in deep
moist, cool soil. Clay soil, with good drainage, well
ennched, suits them almost perfectly. It is a good
plan to mulch around the bushes with straw or with
green clover cut in full blossom, through the heat
of summer.

Some growers shade their bushes by alternate rows
of grape-vines and some by means of fruit trees for
these bushes seem to like partial shade. On lanrg
commercial plantations in the North, however \o
attempt is made to supply shade. Shade is more
necessary south of the Ohio and Potomac rivers than
in more northern latitudes.

Do not stint the manure. These fruits require
extra-heavy manuring in order to grow berries that
will command the best price. Not only should the
soil be in excellent tilth at the time of plantinu but
It should be top-dressed yearly every autumn clearly
winter with pig or cow manure

; also, bone meal and
potash should be applied occasionally. There are no
fruits that will respond more quickly to good treat-
ment than currants and gooseberries.

Plants and Planting.-The easiest way to get a
start is to buy plants of a nurseryman and set them

(91)

RED DUTCH

COLOR plate
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either in the early spring or in the fall, preferably theformer unless you are willing to mulch them wellthrough the wmter. Or you can grow your own
plants for settmg, as follows

:

..JT ''^'?' '^^ ^'^"'' ^^^" ^" '^"^""^^' ^"^^ant andgooseberry^or grape) cuttings may best be made.
Use this season's new
wood - growth

; cut into
lengths about eight
inches long, tie into bun-
dles, and bury in not too
wet sand in the cellar, for
spring planting. ()r if

you will mulch them well
through the winter, they
may be set at once in the
^'ill. Set them slightly
leaning, top end up.
about five inches apart

SH...OW c.„.v...... .s „esr fi'?^
'"

'""•^•f
'^h cut:

FOK THESE BERKiEs "^ Hav lug at least one
1 .. '^^'d above and one belowSround

;
cultuate them as you would anv other cropand they should be ready to transplant 'to the r ^r!

hi ami
'^""^.'' ="•'""" "-cuttings, and a little

"line tJie) arc strikinj,' root.

Most growers make the permanent rows c x c feetand culfvate both ways
; but in a small .a den he

r/tie
"^"-^•"•^''-f"'- P'-'^ntation should last a
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ft

Cultivation.—The roots run close to the surface,

so beware of cultivating deeply
; but regular, light

stirrings of the soil until August are beneficial. Some
growers cultivate the ground several times in the
spring and early summer, and then mulch the surface
during the balance of the year ; this is a good hint for

the small gardener.

Prunin(; and Pests.—These fruits are usually
grown and trained in bush form, and shoots from the
base are utihzed to renew the top gradually. Prunin
consists of cutting out weak or superfluous new shoots,

and old ones which have outlived their usefulness or

which have become diseased or infested with borers.

But never cut out

too many old stalks

at once, for the

bulk of the fruit is

produced on such

wood. Stalks may
be left until about

three years old —
which is often the

limit of their useful-

ness. All shoots,

old or new, mav be

cut back, as de-

sired, to make thr

bushes more com
pact and symmetri
cal, and the fruit

larger. In other

words, thin out, cut
rULL WKHDS I5Y HANI) THAI CAN T 1U-:

KEACHKO WITH THE HUE
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back, and gradually replace the older stalks xWthyounger ones. Burn all clippings promptly, for thus
the borer is kept
down. The princi-
pal other enemy is

the currant-worm,
which attacks the
ieaves of both cur-
ia nt and gooseber-
ry in early spring.

Kemedy
: Spray

the bushes with the
hellebore mixture,
but do it promptly
when the first worm
is seen

; watch the
bushes closely
shortly after the
Jeaves unfold in
the spring. Fun-
,^ous blight troubles-^AHLyZT^L'"''''''^ ''''' ""^ ''AT'H K«i'i^'^iight troublesK.K. „H ..„oHHs.H.vsK„..K..„KM Can be controlledth

1 ordeaux; ,t is advisable to use this mixture on

eari>
.

Sulphur for mildew is often used
In some localities the rurrant-rty is troublesome

t deposits eggs in the berries and soon the currantsare wormy. No good remedies are known. P e'Tt ve measures, however, are often helpful. These are

anoX'^V r^^^^'"^--^^
'>-ning of infested fn.-alio ving chK kens to run among the bushes.

If lice attack the leaves, use one of the lice rem-
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edies given in Chapter III. For the San Jose scale
use the lime-sulphur mixture.

Yield and Profits.—The average yield of cur-
rants has been put down at 2,000 quarts per acre,

with yields reported as high as 7,500 quarts per acre.

Net profits will depend on market prices and expenses,
and both of these items are variable. A recent New
Jersey bulletin intimates that about $150 per acre net
profit may be expected. Of course it all depends
upon circumstances, but I am sure that an energetic
man near a good market can do well with currants,
provided he docs not undertake too large a patch.
Many of our horticultural operations would be more
successful with acreage divided by two.

Gooseberries are sometimes a paying market crop,
and sometimes they are not. Some years the mar-
kets are fairly glutted with this fruit and prices drop
woefully. "(:;o slow" on this crop until you feel
your way and find out market conditions in your
locality

;
some markets take gooseberries better than

others do.

Varieties. — \'ic-

toria, Cherry, Fay's
IVoHfic, Red Cross, etc.

,

are large-fruited popu
lar kinds of market
currants nearly every-

where. Red Dutch is

the small, old-fashioned

kind
; it is still much

grown. White Dutch
and White grape are

#1 ^
^^1

A (^UAKT BOX OF HOU(iHTONS
KKADY Ff)R MARKET
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good white varieties. Black Naples is esteemed for
jelhes, etc.

Downing, Houghton, Columbus. Chautauqua
^eari, etc., are well-known gooseberries suited to theAmerican climate. Industry is a fine, large, European
variety very sweet

;
but more subject to mildew than

that the Houghton is the best gooseberry for market •

and reports from other states -as far west as Cali-tornia—seem to confirm this statement.
A Florida correspondent writes that neither cur-

rants nor gooseberries are grown there, as a warmchmate is unsuited to these fruits.

Chapter XI

THE GRAPE

Nothing^reat is produced suddenly, not even the grape.

—Epictetus.

To Start a vineyard in the North, buy one-year-
old vines of a nurseryman and set them in early
spring

;
or propagate them from cuttings as advised

for currants. Vineyard rows should ])e about eight
feet apart, jjlants spaced about eight feet in the rows.
Any good, well-drained soil will do, but com-
mercially speaking—grapes do their best only in
certain localities where temperature, climate, water
protection, etc., are entirely favorable. The Chau-
tauqua "grape belt" in New York state is such a
place. There are others. However, a few grapes
for home use can be grown almost anywhere. On
account of greater security against frost dangers, an
elevated locationis preferable to a low-lying place; so

is a location which has a large
body of water between it and
the direction from where cold
winds usually come. In very
cold sections grapes do espe-
cially well on the sunny side
of a wall, fence or building.

Pruning.—After planting,

"wLTx^rMxrcHrH^ ^"^ ^^^^k the top to about three
buds and let the vine grow as

(97)

VINES
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STRINCilNG WIKK, AM) SIKICICI.INU IT WITH
A BLOCK AMJ TACKLE

it pleases the first season. Then, the next February
^"^ '^-^^^ the best cane to about four "eyes" or I)uds.'

and cut off any
other canes en-
tirely

; when these
buds commence to

.^row, rub off all

but the two strono--

est shoots, and, as
they crrow, tie
them to the wire

<. 1 ^, ,
of a trellis or to a

stake. The third year's prunin- will depend some-what upon what system of trainin.,r you decide upon •

here. Ihe Kniftcn system is one often used- it
consists in trainin^r the vine so that it has four
horizontal side or main branches, two on each sideone above another, tied to
two wires; the first wire may
be about three feet hi<,rh, the
second about five feet.

There are several other
methods of trainin.i,- grapes—some recjuirino^ only one
wire, some three wires, and
some merely a stake or post
for each vine. The main
thin<r is to tie up and sup-
port the vines in any con-
venient way— on wires,
posts, arbors, trellises, build- ^^^''^-^no a stketchhu wiki;

IN PLACE
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ings, walls, or fences— and then cut out the new
wood each year down to two buds on each shoot.
Every grape-grower should send to the Secretary,
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, I). C.,'

ask for Farmers' Bulletins Nos. 1 56 and 284, and learn
all the facts about the various pruning systems and
methods of culture. These, together with the infor-
mation and helpful photo-engravings contained in this
chapter, should give you all the facts necessary to
successful grape-growing. If you live in the South,
ask for Farmers' Bulletin No. 118, entitled "(;rape
Culture in the South."

The secrets of pruning are as follows : Remember
that the fruit of the grape is produced on spring shoots
which come from buds on last season's wood-growth.
To leave too many of these buds means too much
fruit of inferior quality and small size; to leave too
few buds means a scanty crop of high quality and
large size. A happy medium is to cut back all new
wood of last season's growth to about two l^uds

; even
then there may be too many buds left on a vigorous,
mature vine,—in which case you can cut out, entirely,
some of the two-bud spurs. Pruning should be done
(except perhaps at

planting time) only
when the vines are

thoroughly dormant, or

they will bleed at the

cuts. In severe cli-

mates, February is an
excellent time to prune;

in milder climates the tyisc. up young vines 10 iosts
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work is often done in November. T prefer February,
myself, although the winter climate in southeastern
Pennsylvania is not usually very severe.

Cultural Hlxts.—Extra-fine grapes are often

obtained by cutting off inferior bunches after the fruit

has set and removing those that crowd others.

Cultivation, too, helps to make fine fruit. So do
annual applications of bone meal or phosphate, stable
manure, and some form of potash. An oversupply of
stable manure or nitrogen, however, tends to make
grapes run too much to vines.

Another aid to high qunlitv is sacking- or baiTLnn^r

the bunches. The best time to do this is when the
berries are quite

small— not hirger

than small shot.

O r d i n a r )' t w o -

pound paper sacks

can be used. The
mouth ofeach sack

should be snugly

wrapped around
the stem of the

bunch, and se-
curely held in place by pinning or tying. The tie

should be tight, but, of course, not too tight. The
sacks protect the grapes from fungous and insect
enemies, including wasps, birds, etc., and the
bunches thus protected are finer and more perfect.

For grape-rot and mildew, begin early and spray the
vines with Bordeaux mixture at intervals of about
two weeks. The addition of arsenate of lead to the

THIS BUNCH IS PKRFECT BECAUSE IT WAS
SACKED

THE GRAPE lOI

earher sprayings will kill any insects which eat the
leaves. Aphis or Hce should be sprayed with one of
the lice remedies given in Chapter III ; several kinds
of sprayers are there illustrated.

Rose bugs are often a serious pest in vineyards.
The simplest remedy is to knock the bugs into pans
of kerosene, daily. Or try this as a spray : Ten
pounds of arsenate of lead mixed with fifty gallons
of water.

Bees are sometimes found on grapes, but their
presence does not mean that they are responsible for
the punctured fruit. Wasps or birds are the real
culprits, and the bees simply feed on the grapes which
have already been damaged.

Sometimes some kinds of grapes do not fruit well
when planted by themselves,—they seem to need
pollinating l)y the blossoms of other varieties. Concord
does well by itself, and is a good pollenizer for other
kinds.

Commercial Grape-Growing.—Mr. S. S. Crissey,
a New York grape-grower, contributes the following
personal experiences in the famous Chautauqua-Erie
district. The influence of a near-by body of water
to modify climate, eliminating late spring frosts, and
holding back fall frosts till the last week in October,
has there been too conclusive to admit of question.'
Mr. Crissey's contrilnition contains many hints that
should be of help to every grape-grower everywhere
—amateur or professional He says: " For some time
I have been growing grapes here, and perhaps my
expense and receipt account for one recent year, from
a four-and-one-half-acre vineyard, may be of interest:
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RECEIPTS
2,323 8-lb. baskets {per Grape sellers

Union) at 13 3-10 cents, net ^308 96
892 8-lb. baskets (private orders) at

16 8-10 cents, net 149.86
500 4 lb. baskets (private orders) at

91-2 cents

2,850 lbs. waste at ^15 per ton
47- 50

21.38

5527-70EXPENDITURES
Pruning, tying, spraying and cultivat-

ing 4 1-2 acres at $12 per acre . . . ^54.00
3.215 8-lb. baskets at 2 cents 64.30
500 4-lb. baskets at i 4 10 cents .... 7.00
Wages: Picking, packing and cartage 71.30
Interest on ^50 (assessed valuation)

at 6 per cent 27.00
Taxes, 3 j)er cent j^'^q

237.10
Net Profit . , ^^^^ .

Jp29o 60

"My varieties are: Three and one-half acres of
Concord

;
one-half acre Worden

; one-half acre Pock-
lin-ton. \\\'omincr Red. P.riohton. Martha, Niagara
and Hartford, mixed. A September hail-storm'^de-
stroyed about two tons of these grapes. The yield

given is not at all

imrommon; sev-
eral of my neigh-

bors had larger

yields. Now 1 will

give some practi-

<al hints about
culture, etc.

" ChautauquaCULXrVATING A YOUNG VlNRVAKl)
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has three well-defined types of soil. Nearest the lake
a stiff clayey loam; farther back, a gravelly loam;
and on the foot-hills, up to the limit of cultivation, a
thin shale overlying the original rock. (]rapes on
the clay and the shale have a tougher skin and a
better shipping quality. Those on gravel have finer
clusters and larger berries. Varieties : Nine-tenths
of Chautauqua grapes are Concord

; and the other
tenth is largely made up of two of its seedlings-
Moore's liarly and Worden."

Cultivation: •• The first two years," continues
Mr. Crissey, "the new growth is left on the ground.
At the beginning of the

third year a trellis is

made of strong end-
posts, and lighter posts

between these, twenty-
four feet apart. The
best trellis has three

No. 9 wires. Only two
canes are put up during
the first bearing year.

Later, as the vines gain

strength, four or fi\c

canes are j)ut up and
tied in place. The
cultivation is, first,

shallow plowing in May. This is followed by har-
rowing and horse-hoeing, and this by hand-hoemg.
(A grape horse-hoe is illustrated in Chapter IL)
\^ineyards must be kept clean of all grass and weeds
up to July 1st. For a cover crop, to be sown about

SOMH HAND-HOEINt; IS RF(.)1'1KRI>
CLOSK AKOUM) EACH VINE
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July 1st, crimson clover is best. This will be
turned under May 15th. following. For the first
two years of the life of a vineyard, stable manure
IS good. For old bearing ineyards, commercial
fertilizers with a large per cent, of potash and phos-
phoric acid are the most used. Pruning is done
during late winter. Tying is done in April. Active
growth of the buds begins about May loth. The
grapes are in blossom June 20th. August ist the
berries are of full size. Car-load shipments of Con-
cords begin about September loth. and the season

for outdoor harvest
closes the last week in

October. Horse-power
sprayers are largely
used. Shoulder-strap
sprayers are also fav-

ored. Bordeaux mix-
ture, arsenate of lead,

kerosene emulsion
etc., are in common use. Perhaps the most useful
all-round sj.ray is the combined J^ordeaux-arsenical
mixture."

(Note
:

In the chapter on Marketing, Mr. Crissey
tells the general methods of selling grapes in the
Chautauqua-Erie district.—J. ]}.)

Varieties.—There are hundreds of kinds of
grapes, but only a few of them are in general cul-
tivation. Correspondents in various states have sentme the following ideas on this subject. A star
means "specially suited for market purposes " •

BROADCASTINti COMMERCIAL
FERTILIZEK IN YOUNt; VINEYARD (
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California: Not less than fifty kinds are grown here for
different purposes None of them are of eastern origin,

—

they all came direct from Europe. White Muscat, Muscatel,
Malaga, Sultana, etc., are good raisin grapes. Tokay and
Black Hamburg are excellent for table purposes.— E. J.
WiCKSON.

Florida: In northern Florida a few bunch grapes are
grown, but in a very limited way. In middle and southern
Florida the Muscadine sorts are the only kinds really adapted
to the climate; these bear very heavily and are the most de-
licious of all grapes. The best kinds are Meisch. James and
Scuppernong. All of the finest flavor.—Reasoner
Brothers.

Iowa: * Concord, Worden, Moore's Early.—Geo. W.
Stephens's preference.

Kentucky: ^•Concord, Moore's Early, Niagara —Thos.
G. FULKERSON's favorite list.

Maryland: * Moore's Early, * Concord, Niagara, Brigh-
ton.

Michigan: * Concord, * Niagara. Worden, Brighton,
Delaware.—W. H. BURKE.

Minnesota: Moore's Early and Concord
popular, but not many grapes are grown here.— E,

Missouri: The old Concord is all that I grow.—A L
Smith.

Pennsylvania: * Concord, Campbell's l':arly, Agawam,
Worden, Niagara, Brighton.—S. CM.

Texas: -'-Niagara, * Concord, Goethe, etc., are grown,
but grajies are not a popular fruit in this country. They don't
sell very well.—J. E. Fitzc;erald.

Wisconsin: * Moore's Early, * Delaware, * Niagara.—
List sent in by J. L. Herbst.

Long-keepinir grapes: The following are good winter
keepers

: Agawam, Brighton, Canada, Croton. Catawba.
Duchess, lona. Jefferson, Lindley, Merrimac, Rebecca, Salem!
Vergennes, Wilder. Choice, perfect clusters of grapes may be
kept some time by placing them in layers, packed in drv. clean
sand, dry sawdust, cork dust, or something similar. Store in
a cool, dry, frost-proof place away from all air currents.

are most
D. KiSKE.
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a rin? ofh"^^'
''"^^^?^ S'-ape-vines

: This consists in removinga ring of bark from the bearing .hoot about an inch wide of

nab Detn laid bare. Tliesame result issometiinesacconinlishefl

enectonthefimtisg.venmabuiletinoftlieNew York SnteSlat.on as follows
: The food materials taken in by tl e roots

tlie plant. Here new material for growth is fonned -ind .!,„portion that is not needed by the leaves and ott." green pa s

be distributed wherever it is needed. The wood is not disturbedm the process of ringing, therefore the upward movcw , othe solutions ,s not interfered with
; but since the down nrdpassage takes place through the inn;r bark theflow fs a rreliedwhen ,t arrives a. the point where the bark has bel r "t^o" dCon.equently the parts of the plant that are above the polniwhere the nng of bark has been removed receive more than anormal supply of food, which tends to produce inc ease in sleand earlier ripening of the fruit.

Tests show that the ripening of the fruit is thus hastened

creased without loss of palatability if picked in good season

bolt for marketing. I„ some cases the fruit on the ungird.edbranches seems to be reduced iu quality
; an,l girdling if freely

oUnr'T '' ""?":'^' '•»'>--""y -ps tlfe gener'al lithj
01 the V ne

1 o avoid injury ,t is advi.sed to treat only those

one-half of the canesuntreated. As a further precaution it issuggested that girdling be practised only every alternate y^an
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WHITE grape:

OTHER BERRIES, INCLUDING
SOME NOVELTIES

Rxperiments are like ice-cream—interesting^, but poor as a
steady t//^/.—Harriet.

.>/-«
With novelties the practical farmer or gardener

need have but little to do. Most of them are worth-
less for business purposes. Still. I think it is worth
while to keep an eye upon them and perhaps experi-
ment with them a little. The following list of
standard berries and novelties is necessarily brief
and more or less incomplete

; 1 have not space even
to mention all of the oddities.

Blueberry or Htckleherry. —These well-
known berries belong to the genus / 'acciminn, and
nourish in a wild state in many parts of the country
I he high-bush variety does best on wild moist land
and seems usually to object to garden cultivation.
I he low-bush kind is mostly found on poor, dryland
By burning over these places early in the spring the
bushes are renewed and underbrush kept out About
one-third of a patch is burned over each year
L sually this is all the care given.

Buffalo Berry. -This is SJuphndia an^rentea
of the botanists. It is a pretty, ornamental 'shrub
prolific, and highly prized for its fruit in the drier
portions of the Northwest. The fruit is small acid
scarlet in color, with small seeds.

(107)

color plate
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Cranberry.—A native of swampy or boggy
marsh land. The berries are borne on low, trailin^r
vines late in the fall. There are large commercial
plantations at Cape Cod, and in certain localities
in New Jersey, Wisconsin, etc. If any of my readers
are interested in this subject they should write to the
Secretary, U. S. Department of Agriculture. Wash-
ington, D. C, and ask for copies of Farmers' Bulletins

SETTIN(; PLANTS IN MANURED FURKOWS

Nos. 176, 178 and 221. These bulletins contain full
information about culture, varieties, and insect and
fungous enemies.

Garden Huckleberry.- A novelty offered by
some nurserymen. A Michigan woman, writing to
the Colorado Experiment Station, says of this berry

:

"I have grown the garden huckleberry for the last
four years. We are very fond of it for sauce and
pies. It is very nice and nearly Hke the real huckle-
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berry when cooked, but it is not good to eat out

of the hand for it is like eating a green tomato.

Even when the berry is ripe, if you will notice, the

large berry is shaped like a tomato. The vine looks

a great deal like the nightshades, but if you will

compare the two plants you can see quite a difference.

" The nightshade berry hangs down and the

huckleberry turns up to the sun. The huckleberry is

larger and different in shape from the nightshade

berry ; and the huckleberry is not poison as is the

berry of the nightshade. Last year we had fifteen

plants and from the fifteen plants 1 gathered sixty-

eight quarts of ripe fruit, and much of the fruit was
not ripe last year owing to early frost. The garden
huckleberries will do well wherever tomatoes will

grow ; they are just as easy to grow as tomatoes.

I received ten cents a quart for one bushel, and
could have sold fifty. I expect to raise twenty-five or

thirty bushels this year, if frost does not prevent me.
We five in the northern part of the state and some
years we get frost here long before other parts

of the state.

Personally, I can not recommend the garden
huckleberry, for I have not grown it and do not

expect to do so as long as there are better berries

that can be grown.

GouMi.—Widely advertised under the name
Elceagntis longipes (pronounced lon-gi pees). The
word Elseagnus is the botanic genus, and the word
longipes means long footed or long stemmed, refer-

ring to the fruit, (ioumi is the Japanese name for it.

1 am inclined to look with some favor on this
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frmt, but can not advise anyone to plant it. except inan expenmental way or for ornamental purposes
Prof. Bailey, of Cornell, says : • • It is a gracefuland handsome bush five or si.x feet hi^h. beann^a profus-on of silvcr-wh.te leaves and mo^t kbundantcrops of cmnabar-red and gold-flecked berriesWhether considered for ornament or for fruit Cfs

A frtit-lovek's hack yard

one of the best of the many excellent shrubs whichha., come to us from Japan. '•
,t is .l^Z

Jl'NEBi.:RRV._The Junel,erries are descendants of'- natue shadbush, ./.,./«../„,,. They are "atalogued by some nurserymen, but belon. in^reVroup"of novelfes. and have not demonstrated theirnVht toa place among our standard small fruits
^

stay it?'
""'

T"^!!"
""'"' ^''' ' ''''"k. come tostay. It appears to be worthy of the attention of

!
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market men in some localities, although the testimony

on this point is yet meagre.

This fruit was originated in California by Judge

J. H. Logan. Its first bearing was in May, 1883.

Its ancestors were Aughinbaugh, a pistillate dew-

berry, fertilized l)y "an old variety of red raspberry

. . . resembling the Red Antwerp."

The Loganberry is commonly described as being

a cross l^etween a l)lackberry and a raspberry. Its

habit of growth is somewhat like the dewberry, and

its method of multiplication resembles the blackcap

raspberry, as the

canes root at the

tips. In severe

climates it re-

quires winter pro-

tection.

The fruit is of

a highly desirable

size and character,

partaking of the
nature of l)oth

parents. It has
been called a red blackberry, l:)ut has a distinct

raspberry flavor.

Mavberrv. —Novelty. Said to be a promising

candidate for public favor ; a member of the rasp-

berry group.

Mulberry.— Offered in the catalogues, but

nowhere very largely grown for market purposes.

The Downing mulberry has real merit, but is not

quite hardy in very severe climates.
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Strawberry-Raspberry.—The Rhode Island

Station, after a trial, calls this "a veritable weed,

entirely destitute of desirable qualities for market

purposes." Still, it is a handsome ornament, if noth-

ing more. W. Paddock, Colorado, makes some plain

statements about it :
" It is not new ; it is not valu-

able for its fruit ; and instead of being a cross between

the strawberry and the raspberry, it is a distinct

species. This species has been grown in America,

in a limited way, for a great many years, and was

reintroduced from Japan, where it is native, about

twenty years ago. It was quite widely disseminated

a few years later, but it has never developed any

commercial importance. The plants are attractive

in an ornamental way, as they make a dense mass of

foliage, and flowers are produced through a long

period. The berries are large, red in color, and

quite apt to crumble, and they are dry, seedy and
insipid. The plants are unusually unproductive,

their fruit-bearing habit reseml)ling the wild thimble-

berry of the foothills, and as a commercial bort they

have been no more protita])le."

Wineberry.— The Japanese wineberry has been

widely distributed over the country, and has some
friends, but does not appear to tind public favor for

market purposes.
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Chapter XIII

picki?:g and packing

Don t let carelessness now balk a whole year s care.—Tim.

We come now to an important branch of our sub-

ject, for gathering and preparing the harvest is half

the battle.

I formerly used tickets or cards, containing num-
bers, and a punch, to keep accounts with pickers,

but the past season I tried the system recommended
by John M. Stahl and liked it so well that I would

not think of returning to the old way. It works like

a charm, the pickers are satisfied, and it is no trouble.

A bulletin board is erected just outside of the

door of the receiving and packing room. For each

day a paper is prepared, to be tacked on the bulletin

board. Heavy book-paper of the required size can

be obtained at almost any job printing establishment.

Or you can use ordinary wrapping-

paper. This paper you can rule

with horizontal lines half an inch

apart. Along the left margin have
a vertically-ruled space for the

numbers ; next have a space for

the names of the pickers; and then

a dozen or more spaces in which

to put down the numl)er of quarts

brought in by each picker. (The
accompanying illustration, Hg. i,

(113)
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is merely suggestive ; there should be more spaces or

columns for "quarts brought in." The right-hand

space is for figuring totals at the end of the day.)

Every picker has a number. I his is important ; let

the pickers be referred to by tl nr numbers, not by

their names.

When each picker brings in a load, the number of

quarts is marked in a space opposite the number of

the picker. If an indelible pencil is used the pickers

can not accuse you of altering the record ; and if

you put in the number of quarts in the presence of

the picker, there will be no oversights or mistakes.

The entire record is open to any picker at any time

during the day when he or she comes to deliver

berries Vou can see at a glance how each picker is

working ; or, if you desire to know at any time how
many quarts have been l)roughtin, you can foot it up

in a minute.

Each evening the record sheet is taken down,

folded, and the date, numl)er of quarts picked, and

whate\ er other memoranda may be desired, are

endorsed upon it. It is then filed away. These

sheets furnish a complete account of tlie season's

picking. They also furnish valuable information for

future use.

I have found it advantageous to supply each picker

with a berry tray or "carrier," on which the boxes,

when filled, are borne to the packing shed. My trays

were made according to the following directions, and

seem well adapted to the service required of them :

For the ends use inch strips three inches wide; for the

bottom, four stnj)s of laths; and for each side, one

P1CKIN(; AND PACKING '^5

strip. (Some growers add four legs to the tray, so as to

raise it off the ground when in use.) A handle is made
fromhalf of a barrel-hoop, spanning the tray length-

wise, and tacked to the end pieces on the outside.

This tray is designed to be made large enough to hold
six one-quart boxes. Placing the

handle lengthwise, instead of cross-

wise as shown in Fig. 2, leaves the

boxes easier to get at, and jnevents

the tray from tipping. I use these

trays only to put the boxes in after fig. 2

the pickers fill them, and not to pick in ; although
I know that many growers have the pickers carry
them along while picking, — but this often jostles

and injures the fruit, exposing it to the evil effects

of the hot sun, and weights the picker. Near
the middle of the day, especially if the sun be hot,

it is best, after filling a box, to set it among the
foliage, hidden from the rays of the sun, until a tray-

load is picked, and then carry all, in the tray, to the

packing shed.

J. H. Hale, Connecticut, sums up his strawberry
picking and packing methods as follows: "If
wanted for local market, start picking at daylight,

and have pickers enough so the fruit can be gathered
and into the market l)efore eight o'clock. For distant

market, try to ])ick in the evening, or in the morning
after the dciv is off and yet before it is too warm.
If picking must be done all through the heat of the

day, plan some way to cool the berries. Pickers

of mature years are best ; and, as a rule, girls are

better than boys. Have a superintendent for every
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ten or twelve pickers, to assign the rows, inspect the

picking, etc. Each picker should be numbered and

have a picking stand or carrier with like number to

hold four, six or eight quarts. Sort the l^erries as

picked into two grades, and always use new, clean

boxes or baskets made of the whitest wood possible.

Fill rounding full with fruit of

uniform quality all the way

through. After it is picked keep

it away from the air as much as

possible. Fruit, if dry cooled,

will keep much longer and keep

fresher if kept in tight crates.

Ventilation in crates and baskets

does more harm than good ;
to

prove this, pick a l^asket of nice

l)erries, put in a shady but airy

place, and at the end of twenty-

four hours the only bright and good berries will be

in the bottom of the l)askct away from ventilation

and light."

X'arious strawberry hints : Strawl^erries should be

picked or nipped off the vines with the stems on and

not pulled off without the hulls. If picked with

short stems a better appearance is given them

and they stand shipment better. ihe patch should

be picked regularly, clean, and often—once a day on

picking days. See that the pickers do not crush or

injure the vines, nor ])reak off fruit clusters. Allow

no green or overripe berries in the boxes. Permit no

berries to rot on the vines ; a rotten berry on a

cluster retards the development of other berries

TEACH YOUR PICKERS NOT
TO REST CARRIERS ON

I'LANTS
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on that cluster. Pick one side of a row, and then the

other side ; this does not apply to strawberries in hills

or single hedge -rows, but for all wider rows this is

the only method that insures clean picking. For

near-by market only berries which are fully colored

should be picked ; for distant market they may be

picked a little sooner.

In picking strawberries, says a western grower, do

not allow the pickers to touch the berries at all, but

handle them by the stem and lay them in the boxes

one by one as they are picked. Pick every ripe berry

in the patch every day. Be honest. Do not allow

pickers to put any trashy, rotten or green berries in

the box. To avoid this it is absolutely necessary to

have a superintendent in the patch and directly among

the pickers.

A Wisconsin grower writes : Pickers paid by the

day are most protitable ; they pick better, spoil less

fruit and are more satisfactory.

A Massachusetts man says : We pay two cents a

quart for careful picking.

Pickers should never be allowed to walk over

the beds or handle Ijerries except by the stem, which

should be pinched off one-half to three-quarters of an

inch from the berry and the berries carefully placed

in the boxes, (iood superintendence in the field is

better than sorting and packing in the packing house.

—H. K. M., Mississippi.

Be careful to have the berries clean and as

uniform in size as possible.—A. W., Ohio.

In t()i)ping the basket the berries should be all
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"stems down and points up

to their attractiveness

turned with the stem down and point up. It makes
the fruit more attractive and commands better
prices.

—

E. W. R.

Build packing shed close to the patch. Have an
overseer to every twenty to

forty pickers. Use carriers

containing six boxes. —
B. H., Illinois.

Have your baskets and
crates neat and clean ; fill

baskets so they will go
on the market slightly

rounded. A few fresh
leaves laid on the top of

the boxes sometimes add
Do not hide all the big

berries, but be sure they do not all come on top —
E. W.. New York.

The pickers sort the berries, putting the small,
soft or otherwise inferior fruit in one basket, while the
rest are put in the other baskets. The pickers
arrange the berries neatl> on the top of each basket,
thus presenting a neat appearance. The culls, or
seconds, are sold to peddlers to do with as they
choose.— E. C. Tice.

Sandy, gritty l)erries find a poor market. Keep
the fruit clean l)y mulching. —E. W. A.

We pick our berries every day in the berry
season

;
there is no other way to do it. You can not

pick a strawberry that is two days old and send it to
a distant market. It must be picked when it is

exactly at the right stage for picking, and if you take
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care to do that, you can ship them 1,000 miles if you

want to.

—

Parker Earle, Illinois.

Strawberry packages : Different kinds of pack-

ages are used,—some localities prefer the sixteen-

quart gift crate, some the twenty -four-quart gift crate,

and some the thirty-two quart gift crate. These

crates are made of wood ends, and wood-veneer

sides, tops and bottoms ; they are usually pur-

chased in the flat and the buyer nails the different

parts together during leisure hours. The boxes for

the crates are
generally made of

thin wood-venccr;

paper boxes are

on the market, but

have not as yet

become very po]

-

ular. Some of the

boxes are square,

and some are
made like small,

o])long Ixiskets without handles. A crate, filled with

boxes or baskets, costs but a trifling sum.

In a few localities the "return crate" is still in

favor. These are more substantially made, and are

supposed to be returned free (minus boxes) by the

express company. This style of crate usually con-

tains forty-eight or sixty quarts.

Consult your market man in regard to the best

kind of package to use in your locality, and follow his

advice.

RASPHERRIE.S AND BLACKBERRIES.—These are

A (.UOUr OF STKAVVlilCKKY I'UKEKS;
showinc; onf. kino of cakkiek and

SHIPPINt; CRATE
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not picked with the stems on ; nor need they as a
rule be picked every day. Otherwise, many of the
foregoing strawberry suggestions will apply equally
well here.

Blackberries must not be allowed to get too ripe,
or they will not "hold up" in shipping. And this
fruit turns to a dingy, reddish color, after picking, if

not kept out of the sun.

Instruct your pickers to handle raspberries and'
blackberries as if they were made of fragile glass
that would be crushed by the sHghtest pressure.

Where l)lack raspberries are grown in quantities
for factories that evaporate or dry the product, pick-
ing is sometimes done by mechanical harvesters.
Farmers' Bulletin No. 213 tells all about this method;
write to the Secretary, U. S. Department of Agri-
culture, Washington, D. C, and ask for a copy.
Black raspberries for table use are always hand
picked

;
red raspberries and blackberries, on account

of their softness, are not adapted to the operation
of mechanical harvesters.

Packages
: F)lack raspberries and blackberries

are usually packed in the same way as straw-
berries. Red raspberries, however, are almost always
packed in //;// boxes

; this delicate fruit is not suited
to the larger quart boxes.

Dkwherriks.—In growing dewberries on a large
scale one of the serious problems is that of securin^^
pickers, says O. B. Whipple, Colorado Agricultural
Experiment Station. The average picker will pick
from five to seven crates a day, and this means that
it will take from eight to ten average pickers to pick
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an acre per day. The general practise is to pick

every third day. and the large patch may be divided

so as to furnish the pickers employment every day.

The pickers must at least wear a glove on the

hand used to lift the vines ;
and most of them wear

a glove with the tips of the fingers removed on the

picking hand. The pickers should be made to grade

the fruit, and the best \ ay is to have them put the

culls in certain boxes and pay them for picking these

the same as first-class fruit. This plan provides a

place for fruit the picker gathers and hates to throw

away because it fills up. Dewl^erries should be

picked when a full glossy l)lack. Berries which

have gone beyond this stage and turned a dull or

ashy color are too ripe to ship. The cull box is the

place for overripe, dry, and pooriy-colored berries.

Ripe berries start to mold if packed for shipment.

Dewberries should not ])e picked when moist, as

after a heavy dew or rain. They must be kept out of

the sun after being picked, lackers in Colorado are

paid by the twenty-four-pint crate, thirty cents, if they

pick part of the season, and thirty five cents if they

finish the season. If the grower does not protect

himself in this way, some of the pickers will leave him

when picking gets poor.

tracking : Kver since dewberries were first grown

in Colorado, says Brof. Whipple, several styles of

packages have been used, but the crate now com-

monly used comes as near perfection as any. This

crate holds twenty-four pint veneer boxes, twelve in

each deck. The general practise is for the pickers to

sort the berries and then all the packer has to do is
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In

to see that the boxes are full and not overfull, and
possibly throw out a few defective berries overlooked
by careless pickers. When packed and covered the
crates should l^e ricked up end to end, preferably
under an open shed, and allowed thorou^^hly to air
out before shippin^r. If possible, it is a good plan
to let them air over night and ship in the morning

;

unless well aired out the Vuit molds in transit.'

Shippers should also insist on the car being well
ventilated

;
icing only seems to aggravate molding.

In North Carolina, says F. C. Reimer. dew-
berries are packed and shipped in thirty-two-quart
crates.

many other localities they are packed m
regulation strawberry pack-
ages, — sixteen or twenty-
four-quart crates.

Currants and Goose-
berries. —Currants should
be picked when fully ma-
tured and colored, but not
when overripe. Of course
they are j)icked with stems
on, in clusters, just as they
grow.

( Gooseberries are usually
picked and marketed while
in a green, hard condition,

when of mature size. IVo-
fessional pickers use leather
gloves and strip off the

gooseberries (instead of picking them one by one),

IF HE D PUT ON GLOVES AND
STRIP THH (iOGSEBEKKIES
OFF, THH 1!()X WOULD

FILL FASTER
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and then run the berries through a fanning machine

to blow out leaves, etc.

In some localities currants and gooseberrries are

packed in quart boxes the same as strawberries

;

consult your marketman.

Grapes.—The picker should not be allowed to

touch the bunches with the hand, but handle them by

the stem. In packing, the clusters are lifted with

thumb and finger, and with sharp-pointed grape

scissors all green, imperfect or bruised berries are

deftly removed. Thus the bloom on the grapes is

preserved. None but perfectly sound baskets should

be used
;
green baskets cause mold. Where Con-

cords have been picked in warm fall weather, all the

cracked and bruised berries will show some mold,

but as, in packing, all these are scrupulously removed,

no harm is done. The Concord is never fit for ship-

ping long distances, unless it has been first carefully

picked, then wilted, and then packed. The packers

soon learn to lay in the clusters so as to fill the

baskets just level.

The grape improves little, if any, in flavor after

picking, and ships best when fully ripe. The fruit

should be allowed to hang on the vine as long

as possible. The grape is best picked during the

heat of the day as the stems are then least brittle and

fewer berries are split or torn loose from the bunch.

Picking after a rain and before the bunches have

dried out is not advisable. The fruit should be

handled in shallow boxes, or trays, and removed to

the packing house for further wilting before packing.

The common practise is to pick during the middle of
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the day, and pack this fruit out the following fore-

noon. Whether or not this will be a long enough
wilt will depend upon the ripeness of the fruit and its

condition at packing time.

Concord grapes are preferably packed in eight-

pound Climax baskets, the baskets to be well filled

and faced up to hide all stems. Usually Delaware
and Niagara grapes are packed in smaller-sized

baskets. California grapes are shipped in square,

open baskets packed in crates.
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Chapter XIV

MARKETING

Establish a reputation for honest, uniform, high-grade pro-

ducts, and then live up to your drand.-F^rmev Vincent.

There are various ways of sellin^r l^erries after

they are grown, and the best way for one grower may

not be the best way for another. (Generally speaking,

it is a good idea to cater to the home market all you

can, shipping the surplus, if any, to near-by towns.

One can peddle, deliver to regular customers, or

place the berries in the local groceries on commission.

If the berries are nicely arranged in clean quart

boxes not putting the finest and largest ones on top

and the small ones in the bottom, some grocer will

be glad to get them, and his customers will wilhngly

pay'' a few cents more for them than for inferior

berries or those shipped from a distance.

If you live within reach of a cannery, it is some-

times advisable to sell your product for preserving

purposes. Canneries are usually glad to make yearly

contracts with reliable growers in the vicinity. Or it

is possible to buy a home canning outfit and do

your own preserving.

••With me advertising pays extra well m selhng

ve^retables and small fruits." says a writer in Ameri-

can Cultivator.
'

' 1 had a lot of large advertismg

cards. 12x15 inches, made at the printing office.

When my first crop is ready for sale, which is rhu-
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barb, I put a printed ' Rhubarb ' card on a sign -board
fastened to a post in the door-yard, where everybody
can see it when passing^. When the rhubarb season
is over, I put up another card, • Berries for Sale.'

Next I put up ' Phims for Sale,' later 'Apples for

Sale,' and so on. With this good way of advertising

I sell large lots of fruit, vegetables, etc. It saves a
large amount of labor in peddling the crop."

Shipping to Commission Mp:n. —" (iet in touch
with fruit dealers or commission men in good
markets and get them to handle the fruit," says H.
H. Hume. "Either ship to them on consignment
or sell to them outright. Pick good, reliable men ; send
them good material, treat them squarely, and you
will receive like treatment in return."

Yes, Init everything depends upon picking "good,
reliable men," for, as many fruit growers have
found to their sorrow, all commission men are not
reliable. Recently a little booklet has come to my
desk, entitled, " Meml^ership List, National League
of Commission Merchants of the Lnited States."

The headquarters of this organization are at 202
Franklin Street, New York City, and the booklets are

sent free to any one who asks for them. In the book-
let 1 find this statement: "Our organization lays

its foundation on the personal integrity and financial

responsibility of its individual members"; then
follows a hst of meml)ers, and their addresses, in all

the principal cities. Undoubtedly there are reliable

commission firms that are not listed in the League,
but unless I knew them I should prefer to take
my chances on a listed firm.
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Well-known shippers and commission men con-

tribute the following hints, which are well worth

remembering :

Don't ship to every strange house that sohcits

your consignment, (iet a good solid house and

stick to it.

Top-notch prices are governed very much by

appearance. I he eye of the

buyer must be attracted.

In berry shipments, it

is better policy to place the

best l^erries in the bottom

of the baskets than on top.

The old trick of putting

mferior berries below, and

topping the baskets with

choice fruit, hascaused buy-

ers to become suspicious.

The prices for shipments from a distance depend

largely upon the manner of packing, as well as the

style of package used.

If fruits are carefully assorted according to quality,

size and appearance, the returns will more than

offset the labor and time emi)l()yed. This sorting,

however, should never be done in the sun, but rather

under a tree or shed, or in some cool, shady place.

It will pay the shipper of prime goods to label

each package with his name and address, as well as

the name of the farm. This not only creates a

reputation, but greatly helps the commission man to

make sales. There are two styles of labels used in

marking fruit packages,—the ordinary stencil or

TOF-NorCH PRICES UEPKNU
LARGELY UPON APPEARANCK
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Stamp, and the one printed on paper to l)e pasted on
the package. The former usually states the name of
the variety, where and by whom grown. The latter,

in addition to this, rnay be made up in colors and
have a picture of the kind of produce for which it is

to be used. Either style is good, but with conditions
as they exist to-day, the neater and more attractive
the label, the quicker it catches the eye of the public,
and as a result the more ready the sale, particularly
when the produce is in first-class condition. The one
thing to be avoided in labeling any fruit or vegetable
package is the placing of a label for first-class or
fancy-grade produce on a package containing second-
class or inferior grades. Practises of this kind will

invariably result in a loss of both money and
reputation.

It is best never to make a shipment (unless there
is a previous understanding) without notifying the
commission man. This gives him a good chance
properly to dispose of the goods in quick time.

C()-()PERATIVK Skllin(;. — Now we come to what
is, I think, one of the best of all marketing methods.
Central packing houses, fruit-growers' exchanges,
co-operative marketing associations, and similar
organizations, are in successful o|)erati()n in many
parts of the country,—and the idea is spreading.
These concerns are usually incorporated, and the
surrounding fruit growers own stock and of course
control the management.

A Maryland exchange : (Jne of the best organ-
ized and managed of the co-operative selling as-
sociations that it has been my pleasure to look into,

<

I

I

i

says Prof. W. N. Hutt, is the Peninsula Produce

Exchange of the Eastern Shore of Maryland. It

has twenty-five local shipping points, at each of which

is an agent who inspects and brands the grade of

produce, and reports to the head office at Olney the

amounts and grades of fruit and truck received. The

general manager in the head office is in touch by

wire with prices in all the large markets, and as soon

as the daily reports of receipts and grades are wired

in from his local agents, he is in a position to make

his sales and place his consignments where the de-

mand is greatest. The exchange spends more than

j5io,ooo annually in telegrams regarding crops, mar-

kets and prices. The capital stock of the exchange

was reported in 1905 at $31,000. This was owned by

the 2, 500 fiirmers who sell through the exchange. In

1905 a dividend of seven per cent, was declared, and

in 1906 a ten per cent, dividend. In addition to this

a surplus was laid by for emergencies. The exchange

forwards annually thousands of cars of both sweet and

Irish potatoes in addition to other truck and fruit. It

is reported as doing an annual business of about

$2,000,000.

A co-operative selling association or exchange if

properly organized and managed may be of immense

value to the growers of fruit crops. It gives the

small producer the privilege of shipping in car lots,

which to-day is the only economic base for commer-

cial fruit growing. It insures the advantages of a

uniform grade of products. Buyers and large

commission firms are willing to deal with a company,

where they can not take the time and expense to
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hunt up the produce of the individual grower. Many
associations save considerable money to their stock-
holders by the purchase of baskets and fertilizers at
wholesale rates.

Like any other stock company, the success of
the enterprise depends largely on the loyalty of its
stockholders and directors. A stockholder should
not withhold his produce from the association when
he can occasionally get a few cents better price
elsewhere. In a season's business he would almost
invariably do better to deal entirely through the
organized channels of the company than to sell any
of his stuff elsewhere. Local jealousies should be
overcome and not allowed to impede business

A good general manager in such a company is
essential, and he should be paid what he is worthA man who can manage a million-dollar business
successfu ly, and make it pay a good dividend, cancommand the salary of a bank president and he
should get It. Farmers' exchanges sometimes break
up because farmer directors try to retain a ^c ooomanager on a $i,ooo salary.

Co-operative grape selling: During the past
twelve years, writes S. S. Crissey, grape shipments
fiom the Chautauqua-Erie district have ranged from

^ minimum in round
numbers of 4,000 to a
maximum of 8,000
cars. livery car of
these grapes has been
grown in nine towns
bordering on Lake

WHEN HAULING FRirir, IfAVK
SI'KINGS ON THH VVA(.ON
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Erie. Seven of these towns are in Chautauqua county,

N. Y., and two are in Erie county. Pa. One of the

most difficult problems in the history of the industry

has been the safe, economical sale of the thousands

of car-loads annually grown. For table use our

rrapes go in the eight-pound Climax basket. They

go in car lots of 3,000 baskets each. The Grape

Union does the selling for half a cent per basket.

It has an inspector at the loading stations, and

places its own salesmen in such leading markets

as Chicago, Minneapolis, New York, etc. The

I'nion advances hve cents per basket and the

balance at the close of the season. During the past

five years there has been a rapid increase in the

production of unfermented wines. The largest of

these grape-juice establishments is at Westfield, N. Y.

How they co-operate in Colorado : One of the

strong points in favor of the association idea, as worked

out in Colorado, says W. Paddock, is the possibility

of a foirly uniform pack. This results in better prices,

since buyers have the assurance that all associations

strive to make their goods as nearly uniform as

possible. Then, contrary to the idea often advanced

that poor fruit brings as great a price as good, the

most rigid grading must be practised, and the inten-

tion is to place each fruit in its proper grade ;
thus

only the best grade sells for th- highest price, and,

indeed, the grower of inferior fruit is fortunate to

dispose of his crop at all. There are two methods of

packing and grading fruit. In one instance, the as-

sociation does all the packing, the growers delivering

the fruit to the packing house just as it is picked.
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Here the packers, under the direction of a superinten-
dent, sort the fruit into the various grades, and at the
same time pack it. Should there be any culls they
are returned to the grower and are at his disposal

Each grower is given a number, which is used to
designate his fruit throughout the season. As each
crate or box is packed, it is marked with his number
and the grade. When the packages are loaded into
the cars, the number of packages, the varieties and
the various grades which belong to any grower are
kept account of and duly recorded. In this way the
price for each package of fruit in any car is easily
determined. ^

Hut where there is a very large amount of fruit to
be handled it is impossible for the association to do
the packing, consequently the growers assume this
work. With this arrangement, the association employs
an inspector, whose duty it is to inspect each load as
it is delivered. This he does by opening some ofthe
packages. If the pack is satisfactory, not more than
two may be opened. If unsatisfactory, several may be
examined, and if all run under the inspector's stan-
dard, the entire load must either l^e plac ed in a lower
grade or else be repacked. It will be seen that a
great deal depends on the inspector, and that it is a
difficult position to fill. Upon him depends the
reputation of the association, so he must be entirely
free to do the work as he sees fit. Each man's fruit
IS kept track of by numbers, as in the former case.

Most of the Colorado associations have now
adopted the latter system, although nearly all hive
tried the former. The ideal method is, no doubt to
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have all packing done at a central building, but a

limit to the amount of fruit which can l)e handled is

soon reached. It is found difficult in practise to keep
track of a large number
of packers at a central

point, and careless work

is the result. But when
each grower looks after

his own packing, he has

a wholesome respect for

the decision of the in-

spector. It is very
expensive to repack a lot of fruit, and if he is obliged

to do this or else let it be sold as a lower grade,

it usually results in greater pains being taken in the

future. But with the best of systems, poorly packed

fruit will occasionally find its way to market.

The association charges a commission on all

sales, usually five per cent, to defray exjjcnses. Then,

in case the jjacking is done by the association, an

additional charge is made to cover the cost of the

package and packing. Any fruit grower may be-

come a member of the association so long as there

is stock for sale, and the owner of one share is

entitled to all its privileges. The numl^er of shares

one indi\ idual mav own is limited.

Here are the articles of incorporation and the by-

laws of a Colorado fruit-growers' association, taken

from Colorado Experiment Station lUillctin No. 122,

and perhaps some t)f you can make these (with any

necessary changes) the basis for a selling organization

in your own locality :
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ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION

I.

The name of the said Association shall be the GrandJunction Fruit Growers' Association.

II.

The objects for which the said Association is created areto buy and sell fruit, vegetables, hogs, meat stock and all theproducts of Mesa county, both fresh and manufactured- to
erect, operate and maintain canning and packing factories andcommission hous. s; to manufacture any and all products ofMesa county; to lease, mortgage and sell said business andto borrow money for carrying on the same, and to pledge'their
property and franchise for such purpose. To accpnre bv

erVand'alMI
''"'"' '"^ """ '"'^ ""'''''''' buildings.'machin-

ery and all the necessary power and power plants for carryiniron said premises, and to lease, mortgage and sell the same.

III.

The term of existence of said Association shall be twenty

IV.
The capital stock of the said Association shall be twentv-

five thousand dollars (fe.ooo). divided into five thousand
(5,000) shares of five dollars (55) each

"usana

V.
I he number of Directors of said Association shall beseven, and the names of those who shall manage the affairs

of the Association for the first year of its existence are —
VI.

The principal office of said Association shall be kept atGranc Junction in the said county, and the principal business
of said Association shall be carried on in said county of .Mesa.

VII.
The stock of said Association shall be non-assessable.
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The Directors shall have power to make such prudential

By-Laws as they may deem proper for the management of the

affairs of the Association not inconsistent with the laws of this

state, for the purpose of carrying on all kinds of business

within the objects and purposes of the Association.

I

BY-LAWS.

ARTICLE I.

Section i. The Board of Directors provided for in the

articles of incorporation of this Association, shall be elected

annually at the regular annual meeting of the stockholders, as

hereinafter provided, and shall hold their offices until their

successors are elected and ciualified.

Section 2. Said Directors shall be stockholders in said

Association and shall be fruit growers in Grand Valley and

shall be residents of Mesa county. Colorado.

Section 3. Any vacancy occurring in the Board of

Directors shall be filled by the remaining members of the Board.

AKTICLK IL

Section i. The Board of Directors shall, as soon as may

be. after their election, elect a President and Vice-President

from among their number, who shall hold their offices for one

year, and at said meeting the said Board shall appoint a Sec-

retary, Treasurer and Manager, who shall be subject to re-

moval at any time.

Section 2. The Secretary. Treasurer and Manager shall

each when required by the Board, give bond in such sum and

with such security as the Directors may require, conditioned

on the faithful performance of their duties, and turn over to

their successors in office all books, papers, vouchers, money,

funds and property of whatsoever kind or nature belonging

to the Association, upon the expiration of their respective terms

of office, or upon their being removed therefrom, or with such

other conditions as may be proper.

Section 3. The President shall preside at all meetings of
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Ten?^TaZ7'sJu''''Tr\ "-"••^"-gnas President allcertmcates of stock, an,l all oilier contracts and other instni

of Dfrectrrr."""'
""^' "^^ '^''^'^ '^<=<=" -'"=-" "^ th^ Boa,^"

disabimvoftt
p^'^^.y'"'"'''"''^"'^"*^"^"-

'" 'he absence of ordisability of the President, perform his duties
Section s. The Manager shall have full chartre of theconimereial and shipping department of the AssocmUon Heshall receive all money arising from the sale of f ui Td o.l^ecommodities handled by the Association, and p y the sameto.he parties entitled therelo, and render a true account ,hereofand he shall also be the Treasurer of this Assocm ion and safe'

as hereinabove set forth.
^iicciors, except

Section 6. The Serrptnrv c^oii 1

ceedings of the Board of DStosi'daL'^ZT "' "'^ '""°-

.lie Stockholders. He shall als^keep a ,tok
'^

'i "'T"^' .f
cates of r,tock, fill up and countersign ah cer^fi,/, ^ T'""

charge of the corporate seal, and amv the same Vo nil T'"ments requiring a seal He shall L,..? '
'"''""

scribed by the^Board of Direc'o l^J"
""-"

'"T" """-

sociation with its stockholders T'li""" "^ ""-' '^^

purpose. He shalfdit : g
. ^ch oU^r duH::'''"-"'

'"^^"•="

or otrrs!.
ay.^Tp:.t^:ri':nLroTt;;,'ed''r'^"f^^

!nTeTairf"""'^r'^-='^
"^''''-^—me" '

„ r,,t„'in the call for such special meeting. "^ ^ "

ARTICLE III.

tors L1reheIdTuUi?Ii"'"fM
'"*-" °' •'''- «°''"' '" '^"'c-

dayofeachntnthecepfX.tr;'^^^^^^^^
or legal holiday

,
.hV.,: ,C fo wli^d/y^''

^°'"" "" ^"'"'«^
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Special meetings of the Board of Directors may be called

by the President when lie may deem it expedient or necessary,

or by the Secretary, upon the request of any three members of

said Board.

Section 2 A majority of the Board of Directors shall

constitute a quorum for the transaction of business, but a less

number may adjourn from day to day upon giving notice to

absent members of the said Board, of such adjournment.

Section 3. The Board of Directors shall have power

:

First—To call special meetings of the stockholders when-
ever they deem it necessary, by publishing a notice of such
meeting once a week for two weeks next preceding such meet-

ing in some newspaper published in Grand Junction, Colorado.

Second—To appoint and remove at pleasure all employees
and agents of the Association, prescribe their duties, where
the same have not been prescribed by the By-Laws of the

Association, fix their compensation, and when they deem it

necessary, require security for the faithful performance of their

respective duties.

Third—To make such rules and regulations not inconsist-

ent with the laws of the slate of Colorado, and Articles of

Incorporation, or the By-Laws of the Association, for the

guidance of the officers and the management of the affairs of
the Association.

Fourth—To incur such indebtedness as they may deem
necessary for carrying out the objects and purposes of the

Association, and to authorize the President and Secretary to

make the note of the Association, with which to raise money to

pay such indebtedness.

Section 4. It shall be the duty of the Board of Directors :

First—To be caused to be kept a complete record of all

their meetings and acts, and also the proceedmgs of the

stockholders, present full statements at the regular annual
meetings of the stockholders, showing in detail the assets and
liabilities of the Association, and the condition of its affairs in

general.

Second—To supervise all acts of the officers and employees,
and re(iuire the Secretary, Treasurer and Manager to keep full

and accurate books of account of their respective business.
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ARTICLE IV.

lanutv of
' ,^' ""^ "«"'^'^ "^''^""e *" 'he n>o„.h ofJanuary of each year, tlie Directors shall declare suchdividends upon the capital stock, to all the stockholders henappeanng of record, as may be warranted by the net elm nesof the Association for the preceding year.

earnings

ARTICLE V.

sh-.lfdelm"„'ne
'^''' '^°'';d of Directors may, whenever theysnail deem it necessary, place on sale so much of the cat>if,ltock of the Association as may be necessary to r ise fun s

X n .Lir:? : :^A
^"^ ^"' ""= °''J'=^'= ^"^^ purposes oft;

upr;re'r,::ingco„^drn:°"'
-'"'' ''°'' ''" '- -"^ -'^

there^o'f'b7sold' J!?'
'"°'' "'"" "''"" ^"""^""^ (30o) shares

persons
""'^ ""^ P"'""' fi™ "' association of

Gran^'d Va"ne7'''''"
'"' ""' '" "" °"'^ '° '™" '^"'""^ '"

or Five Do7a':^%r;;er :har'e^
'"'' ^' "°' '"^ "-" ^^ ^'^

ARTICLE VI.

the e^ecttn of n'''^
^"""al meeting of the stockholders for

S«MfrH ,
^""^e'o'-s. shall be held on the third (,d)batu day in January of each year, bn, if, for any reason ishould not be held on such day, it may then be hWHday subsequent thereto, as hereinaher'provided

"" ''"'

Section 2. The lioard of Directors shall be elected 1,„.he Stockholders a, ,he regular annual meet nl Pu,,lic

ruU^;i:,r„^^l^,!3hrrT-r„-r^^

l>ysuch ofthestodcholders as shall a.t't^d ,^r ,t, n
'
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ing sixty (60) days. All elections shall be by ballot, and each
stockholder shall be entitled to as many votes as he or she
owns shares of stock in said Association

;
provided, however,

that no person who is not himself a stockholder shall be
allowed to represent by proxy any stockholder in the said

Association.

The persons receiving the greatest number of votes shall

be the Directors for the ensuing year, and until their success-

ors are elected and qualified.

ARTICLE VII.

Section i. Certificates of stock may be transferred at any
time by the holders thereof, or by attorney in fact or legal

representaiive. Such transfer shall be made by endorsement
on the certificate of stock and surrender of the s.ime

;
provided,

such transfer shall not be valid until the same shall have been
noted in the proper form on the books of the Association.

The surrendered certificates shall be cancelled before a

new certificate in lieu thereof shall be issued, and no transfer

of any share of stock shall be valid or allowed upon the

books of the Association upon which any deferred payments
are due and unpaid, nor which has not been sold and trans-

ferred in accordance with the provisions of the By-Laws of

the Association.

Section 2. Any stockholder desiring to dispose of his

stock in said Association, shall deposit the same with the

Secretary of the Association, and the same shall be sold by
the said Secretary at not less than par for account of such
stockholder, within sixty (60) days from date of such deposit,

under the restriction of Section i, Article 5, of these By-Laws;
provided, that if the Secretary shall not have sold such stock

at the expiration of sixty (60) days, then such stock may be
returned to such stockholder, and be disposed of by him, with-

out restriction or limitation by the Association.

ARTICLE VIII.

Section I. All members of this Association are required

to market all their fruit through the Association and bear their

proportionate share of the expenses of handling the same.
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Section 2. Any member may have the privileee of sellmg h,s own fruit at the orchard, but no sales of fruft shall be'made to a dealer m fruit, or to any person who buys ,o shi^outs,de the county. In case of the sale of the entire croD ofany particular fruit or fruits, by reporting the sat^e „ theAssociation, one-half r 54 > nnlv „f .1,.

will ;,e charged. ' ^ ^'^ '^2"'^'' "commission

Sections. Any member having any grievance or causeofcomplamt as to treatment of his fruit by the Associationcan^appeal to the Board of Directors, whos^ decistrsh:!, be

Section 4. All members must pack their fruit for shinpng in a neat and workman-like manner, and pack the samemstandard-size packages, ns adopted and in general use by theAssociation, having placed thereon their name or number.

ARTICLE IX.

Section I A purchaser of stock in this, the Grandjunction Fruit Growers' Association, .h.ll hereafter receiveof he profits of the Association, in proportion ,0 .h/'Il
he has invested. oney
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